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to the Union, and adapt their meas-
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civil and military, to that end ? And
while we read “Rule or ruin.” as the motto of
slaveholders, should not “Submit or perish

ures,
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Terms:
The Portland Daily Press Is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at £5,00 per year in advance.

Hates of Advertising:
Advertisements, £1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, Rnd not
more than one week. £1.26 per square; 76 cents
per
week after. One square every other day one week,
£1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, kc., under head of Amusements,
£2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, £1.50 per square for first week,
£1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
No charge ioas than fifty
per line for one insertion
Transient

response?—dismissing

our

AT

thought of
conciliation where harmony In principle is
impossible—proclaiming emancipation as far
| as wc advance, Indemnifying loyal masters at
a reasonable
price, when proved loyal, but
nothing to all others.
| Thus inscribing Liberty on our banners,
i wresting the sword and the staff from the
hands of the rebels, our war of desolation will
soon come to an end,
and, we think, not before.
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purchased at the lowest cash prices,
a trifling an ranee.
We have al*o a large lot of

the Union if

to

studied villitlcaliou of ills native
section, and, witli the venom of an apostate, \
and tlie brutal eagerness of a zealot, to malign
tile social,

a

political,

and

roiLTUxp,

To the
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tion.
the misfortunes of New

England,

that, with all her record of noble men and noble deeds, she has given birth to some who
have left the path of the eagle for the trail of
the vulture—exchanging the pure air of their
mnuutaiu home for the corrupt atmosphere of
southern

plantations, and luirteriug the manly
independence of freemen for the “thrift that
follows fawning.” These men are found I Kith
North and South,—with political parties, seeking to distract the counsels and defeat the efforts of a patriotic |>eople in this struggle for
national existence,—with the press, excusing
the southern traitors, and supporting the Union
cause only from compulsion and
through fear
of popular indignation. In this c lass of ulcers
on the body politic the Express stands
prominent. and this shameless harangue of its leading
editor will cause the cheek of New Englanders
to tingle with shame at the thought that so
base a defamer of a loyal people can claim to
have had his birth among the hills of the free
North.
Ion.
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By order of
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STATE

sufficiently apparent.
South, in their rebellion, have such
bond, is as dear as the cloudless noonday
That the

sun—its effects, though in the cause of wrong,
are proportioned to the threefold cord of con-

venience, property and pride—all strengthened
by the very essence of a system which educates the child, from Ids cradle, to the dominion of unbridled will; and is utterly repugnant to ail governments, but a
despotism which
cultivates a despotism in the family, suliordinate only to itself; but is especially
repugnant
to that of a republic.
That Free and Slave
States should permanently prosper under a

as

Every Deliracy

CO.,

HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjutant Gkxkrai.'k Opmck,
Augusta, July 7tb, 1HG2.
GENERAL ORDER, No. 17.
To the Major (it HtraJg qf the MUitia
you will receive General Order
No. 16. with’ Proclamation* of lli*
Excellency the
Governor, and ri*crtiiting papers and instruction* to
Ik* put into the hand* of the Orderly Sergeant or some
other person of each of the companies organized under v our direction, with a request that they will enlist all such persons therefrom, or others, as mav Im*
possible. For this service they w ill receive a suitable
complication for each man enlisted bv them and
mustered into the service of the United States.
The necessities of the service admit of no delay, and
it is most earnestly ho|M.-d that the several Major Generals will see that the requirements of this order are
promptly executed, and the«trderly Sergeants or other parties designated as
recruiting officers w ill omit
no effort on their
to secure as many recruits as
for
the
Volunteer
possible
Regiment*.
As members of the Militia will be called into actual
service under the laws of tin* United States ami of
tliis State, as Militia, for a period which in all probability will Im- quite as long as that for which they
would be held a- Volunteers, the adv aufages to be derived by the soldier in volunteering, in the matter of
premium, advance pay, bounty, and other Iwneflts.
an- so gn at and obvious that it is believed there will
Im- no hesitation in enlisting as Volunteers, rather
than to serve as Militia, in which capacity they will
receive nothing but monthly wages, rations and cloth-

PLATED TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND C AKE
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, A SPOONS.
Shell and Horn

Comb*, Fan*, Cane*, Accordeon*
Wallet*. Card Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, Hair, and Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
Lubin's Extract*; CLOCKS.
Quadrants, .Spy Gla**e*, Barometer*, Surveyors*

part

and Mariners’ Compares, tiunter’* Scales, Dividers,
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instrument*,
I .and Chains, Thermometer*, Linen

Proven, Opera

Charts, Bowditcli’s Navigator. Blunt'* ( oast Pilot
Almanacs, Sumner'* Method, Ship Master's
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seaineu'* Friend or Manual,
Ship Master’s Guide, Exintlitiou* 3(ca*urer, for
Freight, Ac., Ac.

Nautical

ing.

Watch** and Jewelry Rryairrd.

For further iufoiuiation inquire at
328 CONGRESS
Jul8—2wd
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HEAD OK MERRILL'S WHARF,

ri.NF. APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.
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Free Stone,

j

STEAMBOATS^

Je23tf

j

PORTLAND,

!

Citizen soldiers! remember you have a country to
save, and you are the men who can render moat etticient aid in this holy and patriotic work. To render
success speedy
ami certain, and to alleviate and
abridge the calamities of war, the President of the
l uited States has requested this call to Im- made.
The ('ommander-iiM 'hief does not doubt that our
true-hearted soldiery w ill make such
response us will
still further illustrate the patriotism and devotion of
our gallant and faithful State.
By Order of the < ommamier-iii-< hief.
JOHN L. HoDsDON, Adjutant General.
03t
J)9

TITCOMB,

MAM'FACTORKR

|

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREV ENTS.... Liver Complaint* k Billons Fevers,

and

RELIEVE.**
.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.

July

1, 1802.

lm

Enctmvi Department.

ME.

OF

sale

i

STEAM

in the best

Done

j

FITTING,

GAS

manner.

i Works 8 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
jnudtr
Portland, me.

SION

AND

j

:

The /if/pnjthnsphitm have a two-fold and
specific
action: on the one hand increasing the
which Constitute* Nervous Energy, and on the
other, being the Most Powerful Blood Genera ring Agents Known.
In cane* of Nervous Debility
or l’<**trafiou of the Vital (lowers, from any cause*,
the Remedy has no superior.

irr

b: aivso

principle

ORNAMENTAL

PAINTER,
No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Cy trdcr* solicited.

WINCHESTERS GEM INK PREPARATION."

JeStV—^m

Is tho only reliable form of Hypophouphitm, made
alter flu* Original Formula of Dr. Churchill. C-iT*lNQUIRE FOR AND til NO OTHER!

L. J. ( BOSS
141 Middle Street,

A

Portland, Mr.

•

Watch-Maker,

proceed
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seven

ounce
ounce
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proved July 2*. UQ, entitled,
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Depot

Manning
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Brown,

Merchant,
A KPICCIFK* KKMKDT FOB

A Nil WHOLESALE PEA I. UK IN

Seminal Weakness, and General
Spermatorrhoea.
Irritability iu either Sex.
This malady, the terrible consequences of which are
too well known to require more tliau a bare allusiou
to them, is one of the most insidious, ami therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of humnu ills,
It saps the very springs of Life, rapidly undermine*
the constitution, and sink* the unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Pill are sufficient to effect a permanent cure in the most aggravated ctutes, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses.
or

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
UNION ST., Portland.
Portland, June 23. 18*52.

dtf

A

MOODY,

Merchants,

WHOLESALE

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
We believe it to lie, in the treatment of Sjurmatorrhtra as near a Specific* as
any medicine ran be.”
—K. Keith, M. D.—America* Journal of Medical
Science.

PORTLAND, Me.
T. DOLE.

FRANKLIN C

MOODY.

eodtf

June 23.

I have found them all that could ldesired. Their
effect ha# bet u truly tconder/ul. I used them in a
case of Spermatorrh ra of long standing which has
i been nuder tn*atinent for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”— E. I*. Dickek, M. D.

kgr*Th»s is not a Homeopathic remedy, tior is there
any mercury or other deleterious ingri client combined vv it h it.
I’hu k-91 per box. Six boxc*s for 95,
Mail prepaid. For sale bv all res|H*ctable Druggists, and at
the Sole General
in the United States, by
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Shipper*

GOODS,

j
;

0L0CK8, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
2S and 30 Federal and 106 Congress Streets,
ADDISON W. BA XFIK1.D.

WJNt llESTER, .% John St., N. Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. 1*111 LI.IPS,
w4w
Portland, Mk.
jutie23dlt

requested

Portland.
For freight

to m-iuI their freight to the
ou the day that she lenvea

or pas*ag*‘ apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown’* 34’barf, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL a CO.. No. 80 West Street,
New York.
June 23. 1*3.
dtf

M O N T K E A I.

OCEO STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ox* of the following first-clam, powerful Steamer-: fit HERMAN. NORTH
AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. Jl’HA.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SlolTAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Uverpoo). via Londonderry.
Passenger- leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with l uited States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M..
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

morning.

Passage to Liverpool, f.ondonderrv or Glasgow:
Third ( lass. «#n
First < las*. $*57 to OK*—according
to accommodation,—* hich includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and' return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. $150.
Apply to Ldmonstone, Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE 8T.. PORTLAND.
June 28.1S»2.
dtf

STATIONERY, TOTS, kc.,

I

are

*fearner before 8 I*. 3!

AM» DEALER IX

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

run

John.

P. J. Forristall and Mills & Forristall,

FANCY

Steamship

Room*
flood* forwarded bv thi* line to and from Montreal,
Oiiebec, Bangor. Bath. Augusta. Kastport and St.

Governor of Maine.

1

j

fast

_I
Brown* Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 I*. M and leave I Ter 9 North River. New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, IV M.
This vessel i* fitted up with tine accommodation* far
passenger*, making this the most speedy. <afe and
comfortable route far traveller* between New Vurk
and Maiue. Passage #6,00, including Farr aud State

WASHBURN, J«-.

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN.

and

will until farther notice

•ave

A. W. BANFIELD,

)

|

splendid

kowki l,
a* follow*:

by

;

Depot

Newin^Maohines.

The

“CHESAPEAKE," Captain Sidney

’«

Act of Cougre-*. a|*“An art to provide tor
the suppression of reU-llion against, and reaiatonce to
the law* of the United States, ami to amend the act
entitled, ‘an act to provide for calling forth the militia.* Ac., passed Feb. 2S, 17!W”:
“SKctioh 3. And hr it further enartrd, That the
militia so called into tin* service of the United state*,
shall be subject to the *atne rules and articles of war
as the troops of the United State*, and be continued
in the aervice of the United Mates until discharged
by proclamation of the I'resi.lent: J'rorided, That
such continuance in service shall not extend beyond
sixty days after the commencement of the next session of ('ougreM. unless < ongrea* shall expressly
law tln-refor; Andproridetifurther. That
provide
the militia socalh-d into the service of the United
States shall, during their time of service, la- eutitled
to the same pay, rations, and allowances for clothing,
as are or may Ik* established by law for the army ot
the United states.”
jv*M3t

IMPORTER

HEALERS IN

Portland and New York Stnuam.

portation

ISKOXVN.

1>.

Com iniMM ion

ANDREW

Augusta, July *, 1862.
It is known that large numbers of soldiers are absent from their regiments, some on
furlough and *on»e
on sick leave, who are now aide to ret am to the
regiments. where they are needed for the service of their
country. There are other invalid or wounded soldiers
who are able to travel, although their disability mar
liot have been w holly removed, and w ho are
required
under the <>eneial Orders of the War Department,
No. 61, to repair immediately to Annapolis. Maryland.
All tin* former class not repairing forthwith to their
regimeut*, and those of the latter class who do not
to Anna|M»!is.wil! be reported as
immediately
deserters, and liable to be treated a* such. nnlessther
immediately, upon the receipt of this Order, report
tbemaclvca at Augusta in person.
All officers of trie Militia, all magistrates and all
j good people of the Mate, are most respectfully and
earnestly requested to give notice to John L. Il«*d»1
don. the Adjutant General of this State, of the prvsence of such soldiers iu their vicinity,
giviug their
j names, the company and regiment to which thev be! long when known, with the places where they now
i an-. Such soldiers will obtain
passes for their*transto An gust a. from Major ( General Wm. W.
Virgin, Norway: Col. E. K. llarding. Asst lyr. M.
(•eueral, Cortland; Major (.eueral Win. II. Tiftotnb,
Kocklaud; Major <.eueral James II. Hutler. Ilaugor;
Lieut, (i. W. Sabine. Fastport; and Maj. F. 1> Sewall. Hath. All of which gentlemen are authorised to
;
give passe* for the above purpose*, which conductors
i of railroads and manager* of other public convey! ances will regard as sufficient.*

IS A CERTAIN CURE !

Bottles for 86. In sixteen
Bottles. 82—Thus*
for 86.
C irculars gratis.
Sold bv all respectable
and
the
at
Sole
General
iu the l niDruggists,
ted States, by
J. WINCHESTER, 36 John Street, N\ Y.

Jt’23tf

V.

FAIR TRIAL

tyTRICES—In

V. B.—All work being promptly and persnnally attended to, is warranted to give thorough -:»ti»factiou.

Successor to

AND CLUE OF

Chronic Bronchitis, Nervous
Frostration, General Debility, D\*pen*ia, s*crofuia. Marasmus, Loss of Appetite, Neuralgia,
Female < omplaiuts, ami all Disorder* of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This rerm*dy has obtained a great reputation for
most Extraordinary Cure* in all Stalk*or
Consumption. It is recommended by many thou*and l'losician* in the 1'nited State* and Europe—
having lieon used w ith results uuparallelled iu the aunal* of medicine.

Retail.

or

ANI)

PREVENTION

Consumption, Asthma,

Cocks, Valves. PijHnaud Connections, Whole-

1
1

FOR THE

AND EVERY EESCRIPTION OF StCHNERY,

i
I •Steam

er*

"I'OHEST

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
i

On and after April 21. the Steam-.NEW BKt'NSWIl k
and
< ITV bill, until furS.
notice,
leave
P.
k
P.
R.
R.
_ther
wiori, loot ut alate Street, a* billow*:
Steamer “New Brunswick." Capt. E. B Winchester. will leave far Kastport and St. John every
MONDAY, at 5 o'clock. 1*. M.
Returning will leave St. John every THURSDAY
MoRMNO. at 8 o'clock, for Kastport, Portland
aud Boston.
Steamer “Forest Citv,” Capt. E. Fuld. will leave
for Kastport aud St. John every THURSDAY at
6 o'clock I* 31.
Through ticket* are sold by this line connecting at
Kastport with stage coaches for Mathias. and
with Steamer t^neen for Knbbinston, Calais. St.
Stephens, and St. Andrews, aud at tlie latter place
over Railway for Canterbury; from thence
per
•tape con dies for Woodstock and HorLTON, which
is the cheapest aud most expeditious way of reaching
the Aroostook County.
We also ticket through per Steamer* and Haiiwnv*
far Windsor, Halifax, Digby, Euldericton,
Sussex, Moncton, Shedtac. Prince Edward
Island. J’ictou, North Shorr op New Brumwick, MtsuKicHi, aud Bay db Chaleuk
C. C. KATOW.
June 23.
dandf

Me.

WHISLOW, Ijpaf

J. I..

Steamship Company.

TWO TRira PER WEEK.

CURES.— Dynpepda,

Cnrner of Pearl nnd Federal Sin.,
i
j

IT.

APOTHECARY,
Congress Street,
Portland,

373

Soap Stone,
Work

dawtf

to

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

L.

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

can save

International

Work.

Marble Chimney l*iew. Monumental
Grindstones.

D. LITTLE, Aoebt.
Offer 31 Exchange Street.
money bjr securing tickets at this

June 23.

S1LVDHSMITH.

Ivl arble

Von

office.

Keiii'lak Boabpikr at Reduced Rates.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 1 to 6
o'clock.
>33cdlf

l'srllnnd. Me.

Niaoaila Fall*.

W.

~W~ Frog* Served to Order.
V Meals

asd

Thi* mad I* broad ottaob and la provided with
New and hpiendnl Mlceping Cara.
Tickets H,id iu Portland at loweat Boston rates
I

Served to order.

1'artlund. Mr.
jc23tf

RAILWAY.

Via BrrrALo, Dr>kirk,

hunrs.

BROOK TROUT and all Made af GAME

TICKETS

To Chicaoo, Cibcibbati. Clitilaid, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Patl, La ('ROME. £t. Loch,
New Orleae*. or snv part of the
WEST, SOL'TH OR NORTH WENT,

of the Season

Served np at all

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

EYE-GLASSES,

Wanted,

PORTLAND,

I*hillip*.

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saeo k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup't.
Farmington May 6, 19K2.
juueSBdtf
j

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Middle Sired.

and

Terms Masternle by Ibr Week ar Day.
Hath, June 33, IsfiS.
dtf

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

AND

SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS, CUPS, BI TTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN KINGS,

A SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
l\ 13 years old, who is used to the business.

ly
,_from

JOHN

GENERAL

JEWELRY,

AND

THE City of Hath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of
Maine—delightfulsituated on the Kennebec, twelve mil,-*
the sea, and affords one of the most
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
1 he SAGAtiAHArK is one of the finest, most
spacious. and lost appointed Hotels in tlie State, located
within three minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post office, lust.mi House, Ac., being directi.v in the business centre of tlie < ity.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED

SE,

Proprietor,

No. 7 MILK STREET,

IflAIAE.

—AJCD—

Surely we must all now tie convinced that
this is practically as well as
theoretically true;
States,

\Y EBB A

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday*, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
Dixfleld : returning opposite dav*.
Stage leaves North Jay for Fast Dixfleld, Dixfleld.
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
m
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Klngfleld, on Wednesdays and Satardays, returning on Mondars and Fridays.
Stage* leave Farmington dailv, fbr Strong, Avon

BATH, MAINE.

Drug Store!

between Portland and Lewis-

STAGE COlOtECTIOXP.

and

DEALER* IN

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

t"P*Time determined by transit,
3
Portland, June 23. 1882.
d2tawA wtf

the Slave

ALBERT

HOI

Alfred Carr,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

[

wick at 11.46 A M.
Freight trains daily
ton.

ADAMS, Proprietor*

SAU.lu.lltutIM

Sugar Refinery,

Commission

government that declares all men are born
free and equal, is both a solecism and contradiction in direct terms.

when we see that

OF

DEALKU IN

Glaaae*.

CIV AS* VI.
jc23- 3m

JOHN B. BROW N & SON.*,

J

On and after Moxday, Mav 6. 18fl2,
aina will leave Portland for Lewiston
ranuiugton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A M.
Leave I.<• witton for Bath and Portland via Bruns-

auo

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY' WEEK
OR DAY.

and

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
tlmt bv Airnishing the purest chemicals and beat stock
of drug* the market affords, and a careful attention
in the disiMMtsary department, to merit the confidence
•
of the public.
CHAR. r. C BOR It A X.
TBOfl. H. POOH.
J«24tf

dim

Near Cnstorn House and Pest Offire, Portland, Maine,

In the present war, unparalleled both in its

and

j

Drug

a

Drugs. Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

FLAG.

June 23.

iu

RAILROAD.

erxMcn arranoemixt.

QfiQHBRS

H

T. R. BURNHAM

DOLE

nat ure

a

j

Accompanying this

Stales,

of

corner

THIS i* the largest Hotel in the State,
possessing all the modern improvements, and
first cia** in every appointment.

CROS.HAX & POOR,

90 MID D L E STREET,

72 EXCHAXC.K STKEET,

A Rond of tuition.

is

JOHN L. HODSDON,
Adjutant Geueral.

d&wtf

Freon.)

and extent ainoug all the wars of history, from tlie time of our first parents to the
present hour, the importance of union in sentiment and aim, to the cause of the Free

CaagrfM,

on

Preblr Street*.

ATE taken store. Na. 75 Middle Street,
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well elected stock of

Broadway.

SIGN OF THE BIG

performed

the Commandor-in-< hief.

Je23c«*dd&wtf

SPECTACLES AND

1STew

R KM KM HER THE NUMBER.

Governor.
Joseph B. Hall, Sec y of state.

exigency

ing to our busiuea*, ail of which will be sold cheap
for cash, at

EDWARD

ham

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.

In pursuance of
requisition and authority from the
President of the l ulled Staten, the Governor and
Commauder-in-Chief orders and direct*,
—That two additional Volunteer Regiment* of
Infantry, for the service of the Government, In* raised
atnl organirod forthwith. The Seventeenth will rendezvous at rortlund and the Eighteenth at Bangor.—
The
of the occasion is such that the utmost
expedition and vigilance is required.
2d—>\ herea* the iiuiiuiformed Militia of this State,
constituted a* provided by chapter ten of the Revived
Statutes, and subsequent acts, is subject to active duty
“in ease of insurrection, war, invasion, or to
prevent
invasion, or to lx* mustered into the service of the
l nited States, upon a requisition made
u|»on the Gov<
ernorand
umm&mler-?u-< hiefhv the President of
tin* ( nited State*, by virtue of the Constitution and
Act* of Congress,” and the exigency having arisen,
when the Governor and Cntuniander-iu-Chief is anthorized ami
to eall the said ununiforined
Militia, or a |*ortion thereof, into aetual service; it is
ordered that the Major Gcueral ot each Division in
this State take measure* forthwith for the organiration of all the
of Infantry from the enrolled, unuuiformed Militia of hi* command, bv the
i**ue of orders forthw ith to the Orderly Sergeants of
such companies to call out their companies w ithout
delay, for the election* of officers, returns whereof are
to lie made to the Adjutant General forthwith. After
the receipt of such return*, orders will lx* promulgate f«r the organi/atiou of two regiments of Militia
in each division, to !>e formed and constituted from
said companies by detachment or detail. It is exof calling out companies and
pected that this
in
electing officers thereof, will be
the shortest possible time after the receipt of this order.
3d—All the members of the unnnifonned Militia
w ill be relieved from service under this order,
upon
enlisting in either of the regiments of Maine Volunleer* already in the Held or now being raised for the
service ot the ("nited Mates, in w hich case eacli w ill
receive a premium of two dollars, one month’s ada nee
pav. ami a bounty of twenty-live dollar* in advance.
To those w ho join a regiment already in the
field, the advance pav and bounty will be made each
his
muster individually into the service. If he
upon
joins a new regiment, he w ild receive his advance pav
the
muster of his company into the service, anil
upon
Inc advance bounty upon the mastering of his
regiment, making the total amount which lie will have
received, upon the mu-ter-in of his regiment. Forty
Dollars.
In addition to the foregoing, at the expiration of
his term of enlistment, or upon his honorable discharge from service, he will receive a further cash
bounty of seventy-live dollars, which, in the event of
his death, is payable to his family.
Recruiting agents will receive’ authority in writing
from the Adjutant General, and such other
persons
as may hereafter bo designated.

aud made to order.
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LAO-

usually kept

juuc23dtf

ME.

AtfDROBCOGCUlf

Establishment.

THIS
895

Adjutant Okmral’r Offhk.
Auoubta, July &, lftfi.
GENERAL orders, No. 16*

HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY,

I.

PORTLAND.

is the only Room when* either of the Burnham* are Interested in the City, J. U. 1*. Burnhaving sold his Room mud gone to New York,

AND

SKIRTS,

1ST.

Augusta, April, 18K3.

PORTLAND,

Also, Dealer in Notches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23, 1*2.
tf

be sold r.t

of of Small Articles

HOUSE,

SltaatH

nr- St,te AKpnt for DAVIS t KIDD’S MACXETO-EI.EITKIC MACHINES.
Jc23-lmd«w

MIDDLE SRRKET,

OO

I

STO -1 VI BRF.LLA*.

variety

PREBLE

CONNECTIONS.

and Tbomaston.
Staee. leave Auyust. dally (Sunday, ex rented), fttr
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland aud Bos*
ton.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
& Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run dally between Augusta and Portland.
B. H. CT8HMAK,
Manager and Superintendent.

Proprietor.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

i

endless

Photographic Artist,

141

unsurpassed, and one can always liud any article
line, at about wholesale price#.

an

GOODS,

W M. II. H. HATCH,

in thin

And

the

Taint

T. R. BURNHAM,

C.uimrrcia! Sired.

AKD

PARASOLS,

PTAUK

8U*w leave Bath daily (Sundays Mens'll •» *.00
0,1 *rri'*l »f train from Portland and
1for
Boston,
Wwcasset, Damariscotta. Walduboro', HfftMwwd

Hoarder*—three mile*
rod* of the
*cean—with good opportunities for tishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steam*
l_i **r run* from Portland dailv. Experienced
boatmen in atteudanc.
je26*8w

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

nr,

And all other articled

STATE or WAIVE.

beat.

large &*#ortincut

-A

il.tin

Maine:

formed Militia of the State.

Every Variety of House-Keeping Goods,

a

People of

An additional number of troop* i* required
by the
exigency of the public service, and if raised immediately it is believed bv those who have the best means
of knowledge, that the w ar will be brought to a
speed v
and glorious issue. Of this minifor the I’n rident of
the United State* desires and expi-ctw that Maine
should furnish her proportion or quota.
Our gallant and patriotic state has done her whole
duty in the paid, end she will not falter nor fail in the
present nor in the future.
That her mate>ial intcrest* mav be protected and
advanced, that tranquility and peace mav be restored
throughout the la .id, that the Constitution and the
I'nion, which have i*een to us all the source of unmeasured blessings, may l>e preserved; that Lfliertv,
of w hich they we.e the inspiration and are the selected
guardians, may Ik; saved, and ttmt the light of one
great example may shine brighter and brighter, to
guide, to cheer and to bless tlie nations. To aid in
all these, I invoke of the people of this State a prompt
and hearty
response to this new demand upon their
patriotism: and mav they all unite in the work that
is before them, each laboring iu his own sphere, doing w hat he can bv his example, influence and sympathy—preferring hi* treasure, hi* time, his strength,
his heart, and his highest Iiojk? to the cause of his
country!
General Orders will be issued immediately, giving
authority for raising new Regiments of Infantry, and
for calling into actual service a portion of the uuuui-

Lil'lLTS, LINENS,
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

We have

AND FANCY

train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on
Saturdays, at 8.15 P M.. on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

dtf

OPEN for Oenteel

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

LYNCH

TIIOS.

connected

Portland—within thirty
(from
<

ENGLISH, FRENCH A» A11R1CAN PERFL1ERY,

ad. Mr.

June 23.

Executive Department,
Augusta, July 4,13G2.

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,

Is

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday fain* leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at «.30 A. M., for Portland,
connecting with the
8.45 A. M.

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

GENUINE MEDICINES.

MERCHANTS,

BARKER,

day. Stable

HENRY M. BRACKETT,

PAINTER, VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
w.f Dow. Willow Street,
-A.nrl Dye-StufFs,

llnlf

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

Born and educated in New England, for
years, as an editor, the earnest advocate of an-

Leave Portland for Rath and Augusta at 1.00P.
M.,
at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
trains for stations on that roi4; and at Augusta with
the Bomenet k Kennebec Railroad for WatervUla,
Kendall’s Mills and Kkowhegan. and it Ivendajpt
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for litti*
li**ld, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

SIGN

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas

religious institutions

ti-slavery principles, and an uncompromising
free soiler in Congress, the editor of the New
York Express has turned his back npon all his
better political history, and. witli indecent
haste and ready trickery, is striving to obliterate the record of lictter days and nobler sentiments, by treachery, servility and base Ucser-

that can’t be

Constantly on hand,

lif his fathers.

It is one or

prices

at

G-rocers,

WILLIAM CAPEN,

slavery were protected;
u corrupt New York politician could
appropriCLOTHS, CASSINI ERES. DOESKINS.
ately advocate the forcible displacement of
MIXTURES, SATINETS, fcr., kr„
Congress by a military despotism; but it remained for a recreant son of New England to | Either for Coat nr I’ants, aud iu this lino wc will sell
enter upon

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

-and-

PELEO

Farmington.

Summer Retreat,

-DEALER IX-

j**23dtf

Dry Goods,

Just

JUNCTION OF FREE ft MIDDLE STB.,

JOHN LYNCH ft CO.,

JOHN LYNCH.

apologists for the rebels ;
Congress; who value slavery higher than the
Ever brought Into the city, can alw av, be found at
constitution, and attempt to cajole tile Presi- j
N. I. MITCHELL’S,
dent by prefeuded supi>ort; and who, under
127 MIDDLE ST.
the guise of love for the Union and the Cqp*
Wc have in utorc the most extensive stock of
sfitution, would gladly place both beneath the
foot of the slave i>ower.
At such a meeting, a conditional Union man
of Kentucky could consistently talk of up-

•#•Terms

follows:

connecting

PLUMMER.

house.
Rath, June 23.1862.

as

Augusta
Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M.. connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton aud
lor

with

Je80—3mrl&w

i

IKSB<!iyf< excepted)

386, Washington St.. Bath.
SI per

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun*

9H|BBQ

HOTEL,

C. M.

By

FIKDIXGS.

Portia

AND VARIED

Assortment of

BATH

Oussettings,

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgerjr’s Wharf,)

THE BEST, MOST EXTENSIVE

tion in New York, and

eoFSTTx e 7

Commenced April 14/*, 1862^

UjTHK

—

Elastic

"Wholesale

*c**ra ark .no ia cut.

subscriber would very respectfully an.
to hi« numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporarv
_icompulsory *us|**nsion of hi* business he
furnished this well-known house anew, and i*
now better than ever prewared to wait
upon hi* customers. and hones by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
K. <>. MAYO,
l'assadumkcag, June 23. 1862.
d&wtf

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four doors from Middle Street,
c. h.brekk.
PORTLAND, MK.
.i.o.Tnuv.

shortest notice.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

inounce

GRANITE

j

in

—

.-Srac-

tcixlm

COMMISSION

COMMUNICATIONS.

positions in our national councils.
It was presided over, and add reseed, by nun
who have been defenders of municipal corru|i-

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKEAO, MAINE.

H^Y,
_

IN

IMPORTERS op

AM)

Fore Si reel nrnr foot of Kxrhnnge*
CALDERWOOD & BECKETT.
Portland, June 23.
dtf

st a t

H.

Clothiers,

DEALERS

Lastings, Serges,

ISO

a

cents.

in their old

KNIVES,

~

the

H.

RAILROADS.

HOTELS._

BREED & TI'KEY,

PARTIES.
visiting the Islands, supplied
EXCURSIONISTS
J

to tax

Mr. Sherman oeffred an amendment that
there shall t>e paid annually, by every
person
Legal Notices at usnal rates.
or
corporation issuing notes or bills for circuAdvertisements inserted in the Maine State
lation as money, a duty of two per cent, on the
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
largest amount outstanding during the greatthe State) for 38 ceuts per square in addition to the
er part of the year
preceding. He said that
above rates for each insertion.
the right to issue paper money was as til a
Transient advertisements must be paid for in adsubject of taxation as any other property.
Mr. Clark (X. 11.) said, in his state the
vance.
hanks did pay a tax for the privilege of circuAll communications intended for (he paper
lation.
shoo'd be directed to the “Editor* rtf the Prr**,'' and
Mr, Sherman said if they were taxed by the
state they certainly were a lit subject for taxthose of a business chaiactcr to the Publisher*.
ation by the general government. This fran£Jf*The Portland Daily and Maine State
chise was wo. .a #1.( Ji.ouoio the banking inPress Office, in Fox Block, No. 82‘ Exchange
terest in the country. But the principal object
Street, is open at all hour* during the day and eveof the amendment was to drive out of
(Ireillaning, Z om 7 o’clock in ibe morning to 9 in the
tion the local issuing of paper money, which
evening.
lie
as
a
everywhere
regarded
government right.
sr Jon Printing of evejy description executed
There
now l.:!!Kt hanks under the most diwdlli dispatch; and *•! businett* pel raining to the ofverse systems, amt the lttss
by counterfeiting
fice or paper promptly transacted on application as
and had no.es of various kinds amounts nearly
above.
to the same as the interest, which is #1.000,000.
Such a system of hanking was not wise, but
only leads to confusion. The pajH*r money issued by the United States w as hoarded up by
the banks anti made the lia-is of the issue of a
large amount of local money, so that the United
For the Ptm.
States are obliged to take this local pai»er or
else issue more of iLs own
Regcmide Northerner*.
paper only to have
It is not s.rauge that Southern men, educat- ! the operation repeated.
Mr. Coilamer (Vl.) thought the senator was
ed in the doc.rinc of State rights, and wedded
mistaken in his financial policy. He dill not
to the system of African slavery, should adhere I believe our condition so
desperate as to upturn
the whole financial system of the
to their leade:-*. and uphold the cause of the
country, sanctified
He
knew that tlie presby long usage.
South against the Union. It is a holy cause
ent convulsion in the
country destroyed many
in tile opinion of the mass of that deluded peoof the hanks, hut the reason the hanks do not
ple—deceived, as they have been, by the in- redeem is because they have taken as milch U.
States stocks as they could carry, anil when the
famous falsehoods of Southern deinagoues,
United States refused to redeem, then the
and the more infamous misrepresentations of
banks stopped al-o; and now by this amendNorthern pro-slavery sympathizers. We may
ment it proposed utterly to
destroy the banks.
Doe- any man suppose this government nevpardon a mistaken Southern secessionist for
er will return to
his self-deecpiion; but for an apostate Northspecie redemption? Is the
Senate ready to adopt this pro|H>silion to drive
erner, who ba.* broken away (loin his earliest
all local paper money out of existence anil
and best impulses, to besmear himself with the
have Hit* government i~-ttt• all pa)ter money
slime of slave-trading principles, and secession
which they never propose to redeem. We
pass *d a law compelling the banks to reapologies, one can have only a mingled feeling have
ceive l .S. .taper instead of golfI, and now
prttof indignation and abhorrence.
bitak them up ’a-cause they do not
po-e
Such, certainly, must be the feeling in tire redeem their notes in gold, when by our law
we refuse to let diem have gold.
minds of Northern men when reading the proMr. Sherman (Ohio) replied, contending at
ceedings of a recent political' meeting in the some
length for the superiority of the U. S. paof
New
York.
It
was
called
uliracity
by
lter currency, and the propriety of the pa-sage
conservatlve politician*, who are opposed to
of the proposed amendment.
Mr. Fessenden thought this a
all measures of emancipation, or confiscation
very important
matter, which he was not at present prepared
of reiiel property,—and who would gladly end
to consider as it deserved, anil he
suggested the
this war hv a compromise that would secure to
withdrawal of the amendment.
the rebels new pledges of protection for their
slave system, and replace the secession leaders 1

COCOA

PLEASURE

with stores
IOrders
solicited.

DRUGS & MEDICIN ES.

Temple Street,

Portland, June 23,1W2.

S. B. WAITE.

, „^ _
je28—fiwood

N0. 20.

Of the Most Desirable Pattern,

—

at

which arose in the Senate upon
bank bills.

AND

1802.

10,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
M UNION STREET,

the follow-

give

AND

WARE,

KUOXV

of

corner

Fashionable

Cutlery,

IVOKV, HoltV,

G.

Tax on Bank Bills.—We

WARE,

Caslois, Spoons, Forks, Card
and Cake Baskets,

all

Middle,

109

LOW TitleES.

PLATED

JULY

TUCKER A WEBSTER,

-AKI>-

their

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Crockery Ware, China,

side,

denoe in

HALL,

N. A. FOSTER Sr

^MISCELLANEOUS^

if but

JOHN T. OILMAN, |
JOSEPH B. HAT.T., )
b

whole, would sacrifice the Union to slavery—

a

WEDNESDAY

-*

p

«hlv

Boston.

.1.

SHUTTLE.

At a Court of Probate hehl at Portland, within
and for the County of Ciiml>erland, on the first
Tuesday of July, iu the year of our Lord cighteeu
hundred and sixty-two,
D. AKERS, Administrator of the esV ta»e of Heujamln Paul Akers, late of Portland,
iu said
County, deceased, having presented his account of administration of said estate for probate:
It tnt# (Ordered, That the said Administrator give
notice to all person* interested, by causing uotice to
he published three week* succuonvely, in the Maine
state Press, printed at Portland, that they may B|>|>ear at a Probate Court to he held at said Portland,
on the first Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
i clock iu the forenoon, and shew cause if any the)
have, why the same should not In* allowed.
WILLIAM G. HARROW’S, Judge.

P. J.

Forristall

J

23.

line

can

bo

found at the above place
w

police of ForerlOMtm*.

ly

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

| Sailing from IJverpool for Bo-ton twice a month.
VOTb E is hereby given, that the subscriber, .SainSteerage Passage, *20
Also, Agent for New York
uel S. Webster, of Portland. In the County ot
and Lheipoo) Steamships, -ailing from New Y’ork
FOR FAMILIES
Cumberland ami State of Maine, claims by mortgage
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wednesi
fHIAKLES
a certain tract of laud situate! in Falmouth, iu said i dav. and calling at
( abiu
Queenstown, Ireland
C ounty, hounded, beginning at tin* most southwestPassage. $75. 3d ( lass. $3U.
-ANDerly corner of laud now or formerly of Royal l,eighSight Bill* of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upton, the* < e nuteriy and northerly m iheataetokod
wajd, payable at any Hank iu Great Britain or Ire; of Jnhu W. Freeman, thence
easterly by the same to
laud couidautJy for sale.
| land of Jeremiah
Manufacturers.
and
Hall, thence southerly
westerFor Passage Certificates, Steamer Tickets, Drafts,
ly by the same to land owned by Jeremiah Hobbs
or for further Information, Address,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip (laiiimoii to the county road, thence northGEO. WARREN. » Mate Street, Boston, Mam.
!
erly by said road to the tir>i bounds; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of JerSLOAT
ELIPTIC.
emiah Hobbs or his assigns to pa*.- and repass through
said premises.
Said real estate having tieen conveyed
SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
Atrueeopv.
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster ami Micah SampAttest: EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
I *3
Machine fully Warranted.
TM-ATROXA S1-1KITS TVBrEXTIXE.—MT,Invit.
son bv Dependence II. Furbish, by his dess! of August 22, 18o6. recorded in the Registry of 1>c4hI* tor j iN a trial of the Natrona Turpentine from all paintC'OXttKESS STREET SEMINARY,
or*, for either House or Ship work. inside or out.
It
Cumberland Comity* in book 2*i3. page 3*7; w hich
8TORER A CUTLER, General Agents.
is fre* from twuU, with fiat eouaJ to spirit*, evapomortgage was duly assigned bv said Micah Sampsou
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.
rate* no faster, and for Bliud Work cannot be excellto Samuel S. Webster, June 9b, 18«2. as will appeal
fird
i cd. It work* Kgi AL to the enmmou spirits on all
(JO Mitlille Street,
by the assignment thereof record«*d in said Registry,
to all ot w hich records reference is to la* had for a j kinds of paiuting, or in Oil Cloth manufacturing.
Misa E. L. Whittier,
A* evidence of tin? excellence of the article, the unjulldtf_PORTLAND, MB
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, as
dersigned can refer to numbers of the first painter*
Ftafc.
of Boston aud vicinity, if desired.
fllHE AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
signet* of sain mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
A 8th. and Continue 15 week*.
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
CHARLES TOPPAN.
Prior to July 21st. Hill information can bo obtained
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose sain
Agent for New England, 40 Fulton 8t., Boston.
t'argtv* of Sideinner* 1 iora and *aral,
of
the Principal, 341) Congress Street. Hours from
landing.
mortgage, on account of the breach of tlu- couditious
and for sale l,v
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturdays. After that time apI For sale by Bauker k CarjM-nter, Merrill A Brother,
thereof
GEORGE TKEKETHEN fc CO.
S. J. Perkin? k Co., Portland, and (has. F. Potter
Dated at Portlaud this first iluv of July, A. D. I8ti2
plicatiou may Ik* made ut 40 State street.
July 8tl>, IStS!.
*dlw
2awl0w
I Augusta.
SAM I. S WEBSTER
Portland, June 23, 1862.
jul2-«3w*
Jum23wltq

Every

|

___

Principal.

!

OF 8KOWHEGAN.

kVoW oai’tocguiarV'ilrresjpMnll'ent.
Letter MM Ike Capital.
Augusta, July 14,1862.
Editors of FitKSS:—Among the many
Charitable agencies for tlte relief of our soldiers
who may stand in need of aid of any kind, perhaps there is no one more prominent than the
New England Relief Association in New York,
not only in providing for destitute soldiers,
but especially in caring for the sick and wounded. As an instance of the beneficial operation

For Representatives to Congress,

of this most humane institution, Col. Frank E.
Howe, agent in New Y'ork for Maine, as well

THE DAILY PRESS.
bOKTI.ANb, MAtNK.

16, 1862.

Wednesday Morning, July

----

REPUBLICAN
Fob

nominations.

ooVKRNOR,

ABNER COBURN,
Third Distriet.JAMES G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fifth District..FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.
For Senator*,
Aroostook... .ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kitten,
GIDEON 8. TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsons field.
For County Commissioners,
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr't.
York.DIM ON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Sliaplcigh.
For Sheriffs,
Aroostook... WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.
For County Treasurers,
Aroostook.. SAU L BRADBURY, of N. I.imerick.
For*.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.
For Register* of Deed*,
Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. o. A. BARTON. Southern District.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

for

as

some

them, and the young man's aunt
take care of him.

to

on

change

ments are not

AH move-

improvement.
progressive. There

ward and downward as well

as

a

is

a

back-

forward and

always
upward
form. Heretofore, in all revolutions attempted, so far as the. pen of the historian informs
us, the primal movement has been with the
masses, crushed down by oppressive power,
striving to throw off their burdens und to find
relief in an enlarged freedom. It is also true
that, up to within a very brief period of time,
all popular tumults, and outbreaks against the
constituted order of things, have boon in tile
direction of a wider sphere of liberty for the
toiling many, and a narrowing of the. circles of
power on the part ol the aristocratic, and ruling few, and in no instance within the scope
of our reading, has there is-en any wide-spread
rebellion designed to narrow down the privileges of the masses, and to give renewed lease
to the powers of despotism. It has remained
for boasted free and democratic States, in the
blazing light of the nineteenth century, to furish the first example of this kind.
course.

Revolution is not

re-

The Southern rebellion did not start with
the

people. It w as a movement long contemplated by aspiring demagogues, and carefully
concealed from the honest

ple
to

masses of the peountil too late for them to resist its tide and

prevent its culmination in overt actsoftreaNot

son.

a

single

ordinance of

secession,

C’apt. West, of Co. “D,”

pression and free labor, but in a purpose to
abridge all three, to establish an oligarchy, to
strengthen and perpetuate the bonds of oppression, and to erect negro slavery into a fundamental and perpetual basis of social order.
And what have they gained! Read southern papers; of the general poverty and dessolnturn gradually coming over the whole
Sunny
South,’’ of the bankruptcy, ruin, high prices of
articles of pure necessity, ami almost worthlessof articles of export, anil then the reader
w ill see what the condition of the South is to-

ness

day. Then to realize what gain secession has
brought with it, read the following, from the
Savannah Republican of Jan. 2S, 1859, showing the picture as it existed before the mildew
of treason cast its blight over Hip face of tliut
then pros|>erous and happy country:
PltOSPEHITV OF THE SolTTH.—When WO
hear men talk about the oppression of Uoverninent and the dissolution of the Union, we involuntarily turn to the real condition of the
country, and ask ourselves, where are the evidences of a down-trodden people? Where
the burdens that press so heavily upon us ?
Where the ruin and devastation that newspaper
editors and sensation orators so often depict
in terrible colors as at our very doors and staring us in the face ? Echo answers, “where ?"
There is not to-day on the broad face of the
glolie a people so free inde|>cndent. happy, and
prosperous as the citizens of the Southern
States of the American Union. This is a fact
that cannot lie denied. Our laws are liberal
and just. Lai sir, In every department of human industry, is having an abundant reward.
Our planters of cotton and rice, who constitute the great body of the people, never, in the
history of the country, enjoyed such n harvest
of prosperity and wealth. The former especially are loaded down with the fruits of their lalairs, and are troubled to know what they shall
do with their money. Every railroad that can<*
promise a return has been built, and Hie stock
of those already in o|ieratinu and that pay good
dividends is selling at enormous rates. In the
midst of the general peace and plenty even our
slaves are happy, and compare favorably in
the matter of personal comfort with any lalsirhig population on the globe. How ungrateful, then, we are to complain when the blessings of Heaven arc thus showered down niton us! How strange it is that man is least satisfied when he is doing liest—that the over-expandingcapacity of his desires knows no bounds
and refuses to lie filled! Let us cease our
murmurs, our discontents, our desire for
change, and thank Providence that we are as
we are.
Above all, let the people, as if w ith
one voice, repudiate and silence forever those
ministers of evil who are ever trying to convince them, in opposition to their senses, that
they are degraded, oppressed, and wronged,
and t hat it is their duty to raise the hand of
violence against the benignant institutions under which we have grown so great, free, aud

independent.

Appointments.—'The

following appoint-

yesterday:

Charles Hamlin, Orland, Maj. 18th Regi-

ment.
Jas. \V. Wakefield, Hath, Quarter Master,
19th Regiment.
Andrew J. Fuller. Hath, Surgeon 19th Regiment.

although some

of the Mas-

phalanx, save when their ranks
were followed by the enemy’s shot and shell.
The first live shell, thrown by tlie rebels,
fell among Capt. West's Company. The first
fell harmless; the second took otr a man’s arm;
the third killed

a man; the fourth wounded a
ami the fifth carried away
mus-

Corporal:

the^

ket from tlie hand of a man.

One of tlie Blaine Colonels, now in tlie field,
recently two Democratic repre-

writes that

sentatives from New York, visiting the army,
were overtaken by a shower, when, spying a
rude structure near
would obtain

by, they

concluded

they

shelter therein until the rain

Being about to enter, they were encountered by a guard, whereupon the following
colloquy ensued:
“Halt!” orders the guard.
“We only want to go in until the rniu is
was over.

over”’ says one of the members.
“You cannot enter, sir.”

“Why not?”
“My orders are not
ter,” says tlie guard.

to allow any one to

en-

“Whose house is this ?”
“It

belongs

Augusta, July 15,

To the Annocinted Prettx:

through your columns,
noble action of the patriotic citizens of t'ape
Elizabeth in regard to furnishing their quota

ure to announce

of men.
In answer to a brief call for persons desirous of adopting measures to avoid a draft, lo
meet at the Town Hall, Monday at 7 1-2 o'elk.
I*. M., the leading men of all parties assembled
and organized the meeting by the choice of the
follow ing officers, viz:
Hon. Chaw. IIaxxafokd. Chairman; Reuben Higgins, Esq., Secretary.
Remarks were then made by the following
named gentlemen, including the most influential and wealthy men of the town:
Samuel Haskell, Esq., in a neat and patriotic
speech urged the utility of giving every volunteer as much if not more, than any other town
in Maine.
Cyrus Cole, Esq., expressed his entire willingness to raise any sum called for, and remarked that his purse was at the disposal of
those wlio would answer our country's call.—
iie was iniiowcu
oy j. ». r leKeu, r./.ra si'ainmon, Ira Tibbetts, John Fluent, Esq., all of
whom signified their approval of the call and
its purpose by urging the adoption of vigorous
measures to reinforce our friends in the Ucld,
and avoid the stigma of a draft.
Alvin S. Dyer, Esq., of Portland, then proposed the raising of an entire Company, remarking, that at the commencement of the war
he opposed it, but now he was in favor of
crushing the rebellion by the employment of
the vast resources of the North to that effect,
and he for one would offer $100 to each volunteer, and mon' if required.
Messrs. Ilaiiiiaford and Higgins, both being
exempt from military duty, and having no
children liable to draft, generously offered to

furnish, by private subscription. $100

$'-*00 per man, if the young

nacsson

town.

army,says

the member, “J am getting to
abolitionist mighty fast.”

This

all,

xir/"

replied

the

guard.

for itself.

speaks

Skirmisher.

[Regular Correspondence

of the

Tress.]

Letter From the

Camp.
I
Head Qtarters 7th Me. Vols.,
Camp near Harrison's Lauding. July 10. )
Yesterday morning our regiment, with the
rest of the brigade, were ordered out in light
marching, at 7 A. M. After marching to the
picket line the 7th Maine was deployed as
skirmishers.
rebel

It

was

picket line

ascertained that the

soon

had been

w

information obtained from

ithdrawn, and from
a

reliel

prisoner it
again skecarefully skirm-

discovered that the rebels had

was

daddled.
ished for

a

The country was
mile and a half In advance of our

picket line, hut no force could lie discovered.
They had all left in the night but a scattering few, and they were captured by our men.

Our

our

they could break

that

hojie

the centre of

lines.

Our

men are

in

good spirits, busily engaged

in fortifying our lines, which have been established by Gen. McClellan himself.
Since our troops nrrived at this new base of

operations they

have lieen more than ever anx-

ious for an attark from the enemy, but there is
no prospect of that very soon.
Our situation
is

an

admirable one, with our flanks well proby the gunliouts, and large lorrillratinns

tected

that liavc been

recently

built to protect our
front. The bands discourse pleasant music all
the day, and wc rest after a long and tedious
we

Aroostook.
[Correspondence of the Press.]
Iietter from the Maine 7th.
)
Field, near James River,
Brigade, Smith's Division, >
July 7th, Jtk>2.)
Our regiment, the 7th, occupies nearly the
saiue position as it did when 1 last wrote.
We
are well protected by
artillery and heavy selge
in

iki

guns, and shall soon have extensive earthworks
thrown up, beside rifle pits in jirojHirtion. In

short, our defences will be ample enough ami
strong enough to defy any force that the enemy

tiring against

can

us.

.Sould he get

desper-

and try a close conflict, he will get whipjied.
President Lincoln made our army a visit
yesterday, and was received with all the honIt seems as if something in earnest was
ors.

ate

He directed the attack upon
If he has come here to direct the

to be done now.

Norfolk.

attack upon

Richmond,

may he be

quite

as

suc-

cessful.
All is

quiet in our neighborhood. The day
before yesterday the rebels were seen ajijiroaehing our right flank in great force; but they did
not see lit to make an attack—probably finding us well jirepared to give them a warm reception. They know from bitter experience
that the Yankees can fight—the closer the
better. By the way, in our late retreat, the
Maine 7th did its lull sluire in keeping the enemy at bay, without losing a man. It stood
its ground manfully, and waited for orders.—
What I say of our regiment may lie as truly
said of

brigade, with

our

2i>th N. Y..

the

exception of the

German regiment, w hich broke
ranks under fire, about one-ball of them taking to their heels and running away. But this
a

regiment seems much less to Maine tliau some
of its officers, especially its colonel, w ho has
since been discharged from the service.
I have not heard of any of our regiment lining Injured in the late battles, except C'orjioral
T. B. Rose of Co. I, whose breast was slightly
grazed by the explosion of a shell.
Our regiment w as rather over-worked in our
late retreat, by hard lighting and forced marches.
Since coming lien-, it lias much fatigue
work to do. This and sickness has reduced
its strength and efficiency. It is recovering

gradually,
as

and in

a

few

days

may Ik-

as

efficient

ever.

Your
meets

w

most

enthusi-

ly

sited of Mr. James

Rksioned.—We are informed that Major
Benjamin Hawes, of the Fifteenth Regiment,
lias resigned.
Returned.—Major C. C. Whitehouse, of
irom

Rio and St.

tins

('EMENT.—There is

ing

in full

a recent speech of the notorious Ben.
Wood—late editor ofthe treasonable New York

Property.

did not do full

12

Cass

have tile common feeling that soldiers in the
war must
partake of its spoils. Hut they do
not go beyond the policy of Scott in Mexico,
or Wellington in his
campaigns. I say this to
defend the army. They are as willing to put
down tills rebellion as you are. Hut they protect rebel property.
What against? Against
its use for public purposes? No! Against its
nse for sulisistenee and forage, when needed?
No! Against employing the black man. when
he can lie of service? No! But against the
thieving, maurading disposition of many, that
your citizen soldiers may come back with notions of right and justice.

versity.

91 76a 1 80 for

April. Robert M. Bryani, aged 18 yeats, a native of Cas tine, fell from
aloft on board U. S. gunboat Katahdin, while
on look-ou., and was ins.un.ly killed.
Our correspondent Aro<*took sends

FISH.—Dry
demand

eighth Maine Regiment.
Mr. E. (>. Robinson, Post Master to the 8th
regiment, at Hilton Head, will give any

Maine

information in relation to the dead of his regiment.

Appointment.—H. K. Hinckley, Esq., has

Daily Press makes its ajijiearancc ami
ith ready welcome.
D.

Tits: Sick at New Orleans. The following is a list of the Maine soldiers sick in the
United States Hospital at New Orleans on the
Hot It day of Jmie last, when tlie report of the
Surgeon General was made up:
Of Hn' l?//i Main*—Louis A. Butterfield,

whether he will accept we are no. Informed.
Original communications 011 first page.

min

in.

.»;uii»'>

.»i;u

>n;ni urav.

Charles A. Hardy, Charles I). Lainou, Charles
McCloon. Edward Robinson.
Of the 14tli Maine—I. L. Ilrainard, Augustus I. Hall, C. \V. Campbell, A Ivan Davis, Henry A. Oates, Francis Judkins, E. A. Libbcy,
Virgil C. Newcomb, Ephraim D. Raymond,
Charles Robbins, Serg’t E. 8. Robinson, John
W. Stone, Charles Twombly, Ereemrn Thurston.
Typhus fever and diarrlnea are the princi-

pal ailments.

“^“fien. Berry,
a

of Rockland, since the reRichmond, has written
from which the Free

battles in front of
letter to his brother,

cent

Press
the

publishes extracts,
following:

from which we

clip

“Out of 4400 men that I have had since
starting from Hampton, but 1200 now remain.
Of the balance, many lie in hospitals sick and
wounded, and the bones of others lie mouldering on the Helds of Williamsburg, Fair Oaks,
Advance Station, Charles City and Quaker
Road.”
“Our men tight splendidly, the enemy despe-

rately. All their canteens
whiskey in them, and mixed

tound with
ith gunpowder.
All the prisoners we take on the. battle-field
are intoxicated—made so to make them
light
are
w

des|ierately.”
“All

have been well conducted;
not a cannon lost; men behaved splendidly;
no panic; all cool, and bound to turn and
tight
if attacked, as we have been twice.”
our

retreats

Eighth and Ninth Maine.
seeu a

private letter

Hunter's statf.
we

make the

from

now tit

Port

following

a

—

We have

member of (Jen.

Royal,

from which

extract:

I saw our Uth Maine regiment at Fernandinu
a few wis ks since.
It is In goodconditiongind
does credit to the State, it lain some respects
the best drilled regiment in the department,
and < ol. Rich makes an excellent and most
efficient officer. Everybody speaks well of
biui and of his regiment.
The 8th is at Beaufort. They have had a
hard time since they have been here, and have
done an immense amount of hard word. I
have never seen them on parade, and can’t say
how well I hey are disciplined.
I’l p Dog!—When

public document is received at the Post Office, too large to put in
the boxes, a card is placed in the box of the
a

person to whom it is directed, marked
Doc.,” to inform the individual what he will
receive

by inquiring at the general delivery.
A gentleman a day or two since, who had lost
a favorite little <log
puppy, found one of these
cards in his box, and bis thoughts being on the
lost pet, he very easily transformed the pub.
doc. into pup dog, and .surprised the clerk by
calling at the delivery for his truant puppy.

gunlmat fleet.
from Gen. McClellan's ar-

spirits.
JJ” The health of the federal army at Fredericksburg is excellent. There is hut little
The fortification of Memphis has been
begun, by direction of Gen. Ualieck, and eontrabauds are to he employed to do the work.

will

he

used

Gen. Butler.

as

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 PM.

Sales

brisk, and prices
made at 50u53c

LEAD.—Pig

the summer

iwr p"biu.

(30fi32;

p.ud Sheet Lead

ucan

>

Clear do

Nothing

are

(26a 28;

New

York, July 15.
a large umnlier of !

It is reported here that
the prisoners taken to Fort Delaware Island
from Governor’s Island, on beiug searched on
board the Baltic, were found to be armed with

revolvers.

Friday mornings.

Closes

Monday*

at 4 PM.

Closes at

STATE

CANADA—Arrive- at 1.45

nrr

selling

ui

|

on

a

limner advance

Turpentine, and now quote that article
|> gall. Price* for Tar, Pitch and

at

$1

7a«;

1 75

Rosin are
there is but little if any of these article*
nominal,
for sale except Tar put up in sale kegs, varying from
3a5 gals., which sells at about 45c |> gal. Oakum is
an

firm at recent advanced

quotation*.
Oll.S.—Linseed Oil lia1* advanced; dealer* are now
ai:d
96«9Kc
for Boiled. The adv ance
asking 92nMf,
on

Crude Oil ha* had the effect to put up
Retiued, which we now quote at

Whale
There

was a

sale

pric«*s for
t®a/Hc.—

during the week of 100 this. Cod

OU for Western market* at $18. The Kerosene Oil
Co. continue to sell small lots at 90>a33c, and are no-

tieijmting

an

advunce

on

the

first of the

coming

month.

ONIONS.—Old Country Onions
out of market.

There

arc

a

tew

are

now

entirely

Bermudas which

selling at 3]£4c |» lb.
PRODUCE.—Potatoes are more activ e at advanced
bbl. Eggs are
prices. We now quote $1 37la 1 fi2
less active. We quote 11« 13jc
doz. We continue
to quote Chickens 12a 15c, Turkey* 12kg 17c, and Geese
da 12c. Veal is selling by the carcass from the wagons at 4ic, from store at 6afic. Spring Lamb at tiadc.
Fresh Beef by the quarter is worth 6jt7jc.
PROVISIONS.—Pork is dull and rather inactiv e at
the following quotations: Ex. Clear Pork $16 50o,lfi.
are

Clear $14 5l>a l5.

City packed

Clear

Mess $12^/13. Prime $11 a 11 50.
is held at $15 60a 16; Ex. Clear

315 5(»«lt>; and No. 2 Clear 914a 15 50; Mess $13u
13 50; and Extra Mess $14 « 14 50. Beef continues
scarce, and prices tending upward*.
We now quote
Chicago Me** $14 a 14 75. llam*. we now quote City
Smoked 7s?j. There is an ample supply of Western
iu market, selling at 01 a 7c.
PLASTER.—Soft continues selling at 91 fiOg.1 tif> j

MAINE.

M.

loses at

9 PM

flARBlEIE
In Bangor 14th Inst. Mr Benj L Fuller, of Dover, to
Miss Lizne H Dore, of li.
In Biddeford 8th inst. Mr George 8 Jenkins to Miss
Busan O McKennev. I«»ih of B.
In Kcuncbuuk 10th Inst, Capt Horatio M'*»dv, of
Kenuebunkport, to Miss Mary Goodrich, of keuucbunk.
lu North Berwick 6th inst. Mr Humphrey C Weymouth to Miss Susan J 1 had boa me, both ofN B.
In Portsmouth 8th inst. Mr Mus«*s l’lunier, of Bowdoiuimin. to Mrs Murcv S Mil-on, of Rittery.
In Aulaim 13rh ult. Uev W A Mart. Pastor of the
Universaiist Society, Groton, Mass, to Miss Laura C
Btevens.

HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjita.xt (-ESCKAL'a Ornri.
Auj-uili, July 15, 1*3.
GENERAL ORDER No. 30.
In view of

I

lie

OF OCEA N

the neraelon. the Uom-

lieled volunteer of Oh- wren thoinnnd cnll.-d Air bv
the General Government from thl* stale,
upon I he
minter of each < ompany or Regiment, (of thoec now
being organised), into the wrvice of the United
.Staten, the turn of

Dim

lAlim

exigency of

raandcr-in-Uhicf order* anil direct* that the Acting
I'avmaeter < corral of Hie state *hall
pav to each en-

Thirty Dollars,

At ifa Regimental Rendezvous; and to each recruit
for Regiments now in the held, the sum of

Thirty-Five Dollars,

To be paid after lib muster into Luited State* service
and before leaving fl»e State.
By order of the < Oimnaixler-in-t'hief,
JOliN la. IIo|>SlM>v,
jn?l6d A wl w
Adjutant tieneral.

<• O K

HOl'SE,

BANGOR. ME.,

CB.1!\

O. X. SHAW,

firm at 87 7528

r.xira

OF

and Thursdays

every Friday at 12
1*M. < We* at 12 M.

COUNTRY MAIL8—Amies about 5 PM.

STEAMSHIPS.

Mails are forwarded by every ateamer in the regular linen. The steamers 'for or from
call at
gueenatown, except the Canadian lino, which call at

Liverpool

PROPRIETOR,

rF“IIORSKS AND CARRIAGES TO LET.
jull«-3m

jA>odouderry.

No.

oiubm.— n e nonce

new.

Phu.adei.puia, July 15.
It is rumored that there is a mutiny among
the rebel prisoners in Fort Delaware, w here
there are over IlOOO confined. The mutiny w as
qncllcd after shooting 25 of the rascals.

X E W A D V E R TIS E M E X T 8.

Arrangement*.

EUROPE, via Quebec—Closes

not quite as buoyant. Sales
p bush. Portland Shorts are

Pig. and 9<x9 25 for Sheet and Pipe.
LIMBER.—We quote Shipping Lumber from the
yard at 812 a 14. and No. 1 Pino. 836 p M, No. 2 884,
aud No. 3 824. Spruce is worth from 810a 12; Hem-

Gen. Butler has
the w hole of the

vicinity.

York.

for New

7.45 AM aud 2 PM.

arc

for

(Jen.

A letter from a correspondent of the associated press with General Banks, dated near
Front Royal 1st inst, states that the business
of the army is mainly confined, at present, to
scouting, reconuoitering and changing of commands.
A reconnoisance had been made to Lurray
Village by Gen. Crawford, with the loth Me.
and Vermont Cavalry, accompanied by artillery, during which they bad a skirmish with
a squadron of rebel cavalry.
One of the cavalry w as killed and one wounded. The rebels
skedaddled.
While returning, Lieut. Col. Fillebrown, of
the loth Maine, was accidentally shot in the
leg, and 1st. .Sergeut of Co. K. was shot dead
by the accidental discharge of a musket.
A portion of Col. Geary's command on a
reconnoissance discovered rebel artillery and
infantry in Big Fort Valley near Middletown.
The seccsh in that vicinity are painfully anxious to hear from Stonewall Jackson's command—many of his forces belonging in that

NEW LONDON. Ar 13th, sch liacentaar, Delaao,
Havana.
PROVIDENCE. Ar 13th, brig Hudson, Griffin,
Bangor; sch Messenger, Fogg, Baltimore.
Sued 14th, bark Abd el Kader. Eldridge, for New

EASTERN—Arrives at 1 46 PM. Close* at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from East port Me, 81
John NB ami the British Provinces,
Tuesday and

of Western

1, (12a 14; Sap,
Clear (23q25; Spruce Extra are worth (12 *15, and
issued an ordt r sequestrating
No. 1 (10'q'll. Shingles, Extra Pine arc quoted at
traitor's property iu New Orleans.
(2 50« 3 75, and Clear Pine (2 75q3. Lath*. Pine
are tolling at (1 37a 1 fi2, and Spruce at (1 loo 1 20.
Canada Pine from the car* i* telling at (126a 137,
LATEST UY EVENING PAPERS.
and Spruce do. (1 16a 1 26, and Eastern Pine from
vessel* (1 OOql 10, and Spruce 80c. liackmetack
Mo). Slaughter return* from Itirhmond—den.
Timber we quote at (SqlO p ton. Ship knee*, 4 to
Met oil in good health—Mutiny umong re12 inch***, 15.ad0 P inch. Box Shook* 45 to 60c.
tieI Primmer* at Fort Delaware—TwentyLI ME.—There i* a steady active demand for new
the
raueal*
*hot.
four of
Rockland Lime at 85£7Dc p ca*k.
New York. July 15.
LARD.—la more firm, and price* tending npward,
A Fredericksburg letter to the Herald says
though sales continue to be made in small lot* at 8fvg
that Major Slaughter, who went to Richmond
8Jc in bbl*.. and 8] qOc In keg*.
to procure the release of Gen. Reynolds, has
MOLASSES.—11a* materially advanced since our
returned perfectly disgusted with ali'air* at the
last review, and the market hA* been excited. On
rebel headquarters. He was coo]y informed
that the General could not l«“ released or seen, j Thursday last 300 cask* Tart told in bond at 19c.—
Since which, we Icaru that a cargo of Muscovado
and the Secretary of War was equally invisiwild in bond at 24c, and 100 bhd*. Tart Clayed (in
ble.
bond) at 18c. We alto heard of a tale of Muscovado
Gen. McCall is in good health and as comon Saturday at 30c.
fortable us possible.
Importers are very firm at the
Deserters report that the authorities in ! following quotation*: for MuscoxmIo 2Sq30c; Sweet
Richmond have taken possession of almost
Clayed 27c; and Clayed Tart 26c; which price* are
for net cash. Portland Syrup i* now telling from
every house for hospital purposes and great
fear is manifested of an epidemic.
the factory at 20c in hhdt. Olid 22c in bbl*.
Col. Holmes of the doth Va. Regiment was
METALS.—All kinds of metal* art* firm and tend*
captured a short distance beyond Fredericks- 1 ing to higher prices, a* importations are restricted
burg and sent to Washington.
in consequence of high rat*** of exchange. There is
It is stated that the new order by the Navy
no change in the price of Tins, and we continue to
department allows men to enlist in the Navy quote Char. 1 C (9 75®*); I X (11 508k 12; Coke
for one, two, or three years, according to
(7 75q8.
choice.
NAILS.—We recently noticed some advance on
The steamer Jersey Blue, from Newbern
Nail*, and continue to quote (3 371 «3 60 pcask; our
11th inst, has arrived.
inside quotations favoring large purchaser*.
w ere in good health.
The
!

troops

8t Croix.

|

sickness.

iggs’ house
headquarters of

in the firmness that has characpast two weeks. The sales

well maintained.

re-

In Bangor 14th inst, infant son' of Burleigh and
N arc is* a Pease, aged 6 day*.
In Kennebnuk 12th inst. Sarah, daughter of the
advance in other markets.
late Stephen Tucker, of K, and wife of Mr George C
IRON.—Prices are very unsettled, in consequence
of Boston, aged 68
Flynn,
years.
In Sanford 28th ult, Johu Powers, E**i, aged 79
of the high rate of exchange which has a tendency
6 mo*; 6th inst. Mary, wife of the above, aged
years
to restrict im|>ortatioiis, and we are unable to give
*3 years.
very reliable quotations. All grade's, are, however,
At Ship Island 25th ult, Albion I*, son of Wm I
Deci-aaed was
| Cross, Emi, of this city, agi-d 25 years
tending to advanced prices.
connected with Co E, 13tn Maim* Regiment.
LEATHER.—The demand continues steadily to
improve, aud prices are firm, 21cf24c for New York
FOREIGN IMPORTS.
Mediums and Heavy, and for Light 19,a21c, and
MAITLAND NB. Sch Stag— 12D tons plaster masSlaughter 24« 26c.
I ter.

Com. Wilkes has assumed command of

Tw

change in the
review, ex-

last

selling at 816 |> ton, and Fine Feed 818. Canada
Shorts are worth 817 & 19, and Fine Feed 822 a 24.
GUNPOWDER.—Dupont's Rifle and Sporting we
quote 85 50a7 25, and Blasting 4 10a4 3S.
HAY.—There continues to be a steady, fair demand
for shipping at 812a 14 00 f> ton for Screwed, and
ll&p 15 for Loose.
HIDES.—We continue to quote Slaughter 5«6c,
and Green Salted 116«125. Calf-skins arc moderately active at 9.al0c, and Green Sheep Pelts at 75
<£90c.
HOPS.—The prices for Hops sre nominal. We
quote growth of 1861 at S16a-17. We notice some

~y* We understand that the Lieut. Col-

York, July 12.

Portland Past Office Mail

as

onelcy of the 19th regiment, lias been tendered
to Muj. T. W. Hyde of the Maine 7th, but

ltw

easier at the close of the

for the

are

number.

Picayune says

slight yielding

a

our

Mixed are made at G3«65c. There was a sale of 1000
bush. Old Mixed late last week at 63c. Oats are not

the last page, is corrected for this date. The
review of the market will he found in this

The New Orleans

decided

was

terised the market for the

continue to be

on

my shows that the troops are in excellent

no

past week comprise 50 bbls. Wisconsin Extra
“Stone Mills” at 85 75; and 50 bids. do. Fantdy “Sugar River" at 86; and 75 bbls. “Douglas Mills” at
85 25; 50 bbls. Wisconsin Family “New Eugland
Mills'* at 85 87}. 200 bbls. Common Extra (Portland
iusp.) sold ou Saturday at 85 25. We also heard of
sales from cars of 100 bbls. Western Extra at 85 25,
and 100 do. Fancy at 4 87J.
(ill A IN.—Our recent advanced quotations for Corn

to be held

of No. 4, Aroostook, and Thomas Brown, private, of same company, of Island Falls, were

prisoners on the night of J uly 4th, on
Pinkney Island. 1). S. Legro was shot dead.
Legro was a private in Co. B.. ami belonged in
Patten, Penobscot County. Edwin Evens of
La Grange, private in Co. II., and Robert Murray of New Brunswick. Corporal in Co. B.,
dieil in tile Regimental Hospital, July

cept

jy\V patriotic rally appointed
Saturday afternoon. Gen. Howard. J. T.Gilman, Esq., Hon. C. J. Gilmaruand
others are expected to address the meeting.—
In tlie evening of the same (fay Gen. Howard
will address the |icnple of Bath.
The list of Wholesale Prices Current,

news

qtls. small

of 300

are

FLOUR.—There has been

in Brunswick

Late

Monday

on

Fish

Flour market since the date of

There will lie no extra session unless
new exigency should demand it.

ZJf~

sale

New

market

NEWPORT. Ar 13th, sch Hard, Snow, Rockland
York; Massachusetts, Gott, do for do
NEW
BEDFORD. Ar 14th, sch Mary Elizabeth,
|
Chase, New \ ork.
BOSTON.
Ar 14th, brig Lizabel, Buckmeister.
Baltimore; schs Empire, Crosby, Albany; 8 R Sameson, Marsh, Koudout.
Also ar 15th. brigs Altavela. Reed. Matansas 2d
inst; Joeie Gilkey, Gilkey, Elizabeth port; sch Nictors, Gothrell, Cherrv field.
Cld 14th. ship Premier, McGilvrey, Baltimore: schs
BROKERS' BOARD BOSTON. July 15.
Geo Bvrou, Bowden, St Jago; Olive Elizabeth, Ham5 Boston and Maine Railroad.U4*2
10.do.110 I ilton, Portland.
Also cld 15th, ship Uising Sun. Orr. San Francisco;
*6.6<<0 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).1004
W.000.do.100$ bark* Guiding Star, Bearse, ( ronstadt; ( zarina.Treat,
$600 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.103 {
Philadelphia; brig Delmont Locke. Veazie. BaltiHunt, l^avitt, do; acha George W
*2.7*10.do.
Hftl more; Nellie Deer
Reed,
Snow,
Isle; Messenger, Snow. Bath.
*2,000.do.103}
BANGOR. Ar 13th. brig A J Rosa, Small.Boston;
*1,601).do.108
sch
Rio
del
Norte,
Portland.
Jacob*.
*2,000 U. S. Certificates of Indi'bfedncss,. 90
Cld 14th, "hip S E Smith. Gates, Liverpool.
*1.710 I uited State* lb-mand Note*.1074
Ar
BATH.
sell
14th,
(
*66 U. S. uu|»on*. August 19,.113
Harmony, Malory, Little
Choptank River Md.
*118.do. ..114
*500.do.115
*1,122 U. 8. July Coupons,.IB

advanced

was a

money

—

box.

appointed Clerk of the 1st district Itoard
of Lighthouse Inspectors, in place of James
D. Seavey, Esq., whose time lias expired.
Extra Session.—A large deputation from
Bangor waited upon Gov. Washburn last Monday and urged the necessity of calling an extra session of the legislature, but without suc-

the James River

There

leans; brigs (ieorge Downs, Page.Trinidad 15; Judgo
Hathaway. Lord. GienAiegn* 23d ult; II F Golf hirst,
Emery, do 19; Windward. Roberts. East ItarborTI;
Baltic, Maddnrks, New Orleans; schs John. Stetson,
Rio (iramie May 19. via Kt Thomas 2d inst;
Ruby,
Tracy, Guayanica PR 25th ult; Mary Alice, Gibson,
Turk* Island 12: Alethra. Corson,New Orleans; Mav,
Smith, do: Millard Fillmore. Gbaae, Port Royal SC;
Florence Rogers, Rogers, Alexandria.
Alto ar 14th, schs Com Kearner, Brewster,
Georgetown IK!; Elizabeth Arctilarius, 'Haskell,Vinalhaven.
GId 14th, -hips Garcias Magnus. Aslilev.
Liverpool;
Ann K Thompson, Merrimau. London;
brigs I>unirk. Johnson, and Tiade Wind, ( hase.Turks Island
NEW HAVEN. Ar 14th, brig B L Swan, Perkins,

Silver is sold at ten to twelve premium; nickel
cents at fonr to five, and the old demand note* at
seven aud a half to nine premium.
Foreion Kxcha.noe.
The market is dull and
pric«*s are unsettled. The quotations of the banking
firms range from 127 to 129} for sixty dav*
sterling
bills, and some sales were made at 126. On Paris.
4 45 to 4 86.
Many importers are buying produce to ship to Europe for remittances instead of buying bill* of exchange at the present exorbitant rate*.

very scarce, and in active

are

Calvert, Fader, Barbadoes.

eagle*.

coming into market in
fair supply. Then* is very little demand for Mackerel
at this time. Scaled Herrings are quiet at 2lXa22c p

been

Mr. Robinson writes us, under date of July
Sth, that Lorenzo W. Haggett, private, Co. B.,

taken

firm.

Cod at 82 75.

die time of i.s re-

is

33c and

West Pas* 4th, bark

Ar at 8

NEW YORK. Ar 13th,barks Locv Frances.Jones,
Gardena* 2d Inst; New Empire, Randall.
Saga a 2d
inst, put in for orders; Ocean Eagle. Luce, New Or-

mains at six per cent, with some transaction* below
and other* above it.
Prime commercial paper is
scarce, and the turn of the market i* in favor of borrowers, ranging from fixe to seven per cent, according to the dates of maturity.
Gold was sold a* high a* seventeen and a half
premium during the week, hut clotM>d to-day at fifteen for mixed gold, and sixteen premium for double

Camphene.

Pollock

Puget Sound.
NEW

ORIGANS.
Smy rotate, \\ eston, Boston.

continue meagre, as masteas are reluctant to take up
at this season. The brig Scotland is taken up for St.

N

quotations. The retail demand for all kinds of Dry Fish is good and prices are
at our

DOMESTIC PORTS*
SAX FRANCISCO.
Ar 3d inst, ship Benjamin
Howard, llong Kong.
Sailed 11th, ship Andrew Jackson, Johnson, Ibr

ling

The

FRUIT.—This market is now barren of Oranges.—
Lemons are firm at S6 \i box. and stock much reduced, though we notice the arrival of a cargo of French
Lemon* at Boston. The prices for Dry Fruit are
without any change. Sale* comprise small lots.

On the I8J1 of

some

oz.

July
itoyla

grauc*

week, bat the lair quotations for call loans still

settled, and prices
varying. We notice au advance of 25c on Camphor
since our last review, and now quote that article at
91 25al 30. Camphene and Fluid have advanced,
and sale* are now made at 72a75c for Fluid, aud

with

Commencement to-day at Harvard Uni-

cess.

10, 30c; and U. S. Tent 10

SPOKES.

New York Money Market.

37ic l> yd.
DRUGS.—The Drug

for

May

100 for Sugar, the vessel payJago and hack, at 50c
ing her domestic charges. We hear of no transactions
to notice iu European freight*.

Market continue* rather unfor many article* are constantly

military honors.

at

are

Uth’ *hl' Alb*'ro"' McUughliu.

26. lat 24 33 8, Ion 38 37. was passed a largo
Am strip, steering S, double topsails, showing a blue
swallow tail flag, with letters B U W in the white in
the centre.
July 4, lat 29 29. Ion 73 04, Br brig Bachelor, from
Portland for Matanzas.
July 7, lat 34 12, Ion 7110, brig Prentiss llobbs, fm
Bangor for Matanzas.
7. lat 34 20. lou 76}, brig Abby Ellen, from
Port
8C for Philadelphia.

arc in the market.
Bark Henry Darha* been chartered for New Orleans at 92900 for
the outward cargo. Transaction* in Cuba freights

are

A Hopkins, EcerbofT,from
Idg.

i”,"•

10,11 i“‘’ •hi'> wuu“
«-*■»»»••

I.iv"Jp0Mdld*

New Orleans

do.

oz.

Cubu^11**

—

(ft22c.
DUCK.—In consequence of the advance of cotton,
the Portland Duck Co. have again made a decided
advance on all grade* of their Duck. Our quotations
now are for No. 3. 54c ; No. 10, 40c.
Navy Superior
No. 3. 53c; No.

an

Tl M

,d*- Tor *•» York
MSIm IWrmurt, 23d ult. burk Dr r A 8 Huu*■
with purt ol inward
cargo from

FREIGHTS.—Tonnage for both foreign and coastwise trade contiuue* scarce, and in brisk demand'
Several cargoes of Hay freights for Ship Island and

Box Shooks remain quiet, and in
very moderate inquiry, at 46q;60c, and Headings 21

editorial endorsement.
The Democrat says of it:
The sentiments ofthe speech generally agree
with those entertained by the Democracy of
Maine, and which we have defended in our
columns. We think it will be read with pleasure by all our suliscribers.

haps, i Inn we published it
ception by telegraph.

Shooks

Molasses

and

iium

r

At Pass roatre3d, bark Young America.
Collina,
from New \ ork.
BALTIMORE. Cld 13th, ship Isabella, Allen,Rotterdain.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar 12th, sch J Clark, Miller,
rortrcs* Monroe.
Also ar 12th. brig Abbv Ellen, Gilmore, Port Koval
SC; sch ET Lewis, York, Portland
Also ar 13th. brig Lauretta, Brown. Gardena*.
Cld 12th. hark Helen Maria, Marshall, Boston;
brig

Shooks at 93 26.

from the mails—

gallant Col.
to-day, in Boston,

in this

iu

*1?
in*t’York.
>>w

tor

«£.c dlv.

net cash.

much wanted.—
very
market,
Country Cooperage is without any material change,
and rules quiet. Seasoned Sawed Sugar Illid. Shooks
are worth 91 OOftl 06.
Riff do. 91 10 a 1 20. We report sales of 6000 City Mol. Ilhd. Shook* at 2
2 26, and 600 Ruiu Shooks at 94, and 1000 Cart Hhd.
scarce

loyal men to give a strong expression to
loyal sentiment of his co intry.
A Straw.—The Saco Democrat publishes

The remains of the

downwards.

COOPERAGE.—City-made

Bo«t!m

St Y im-ent

43&48c, Medium* 3* a 41c. and C ommon 33« 3dc.—
Best brands, half tbs. 46g;51, Medium to Good
41a43c, and Cominon 33a3*c. Natural Leal lbs 43 cr]
53c, and Fancy in foil 79ca 91 4> lb, which prices are

and

p bbl., and prices teud-

ton.

with

be entombed

inquiry,

At Ciiavanica P1K 26th
ult. sch Kate Weston, for
Gnayanilfa to load for New Haven.
frOII‘
2d in,4t' Mf S Thurston,-,

predicting a decided advauce by
August. Sales continue brisk at the following quotations: for 5s and 10s, best brands,

CORDAGE.—We continue to quote American
10> allc, and Manilla lOJ&llc, and Russia
Bolt rope MaUJc
lb,
COAL.—The high rates of Coal freights continue
to hold price* up to recent advances, and dealers are
still selling White Ash and Lehigh (at retail) 97 p

the

Zfr

9)

Barcelona.

the first of

Cordage

lion. Shepard Cary of Iloulton, is determined not to waste his influence in an hour
like the present, and is initing his energies

are to

continued fair

a

20&1

for do 2d inst.
At St Tbonia* 2d inat, ship Globe, Baker, laid
np;
l»a>k Mary Bentlev, Bent lev, unc; brigs II (j (halonor. Kenner, disg; Crawford. Small, for Turks Island
s«h n ; sch* J W l>ri*ko,
Drisko, do do; K M Tanner,
lor Baltimore do;
Mary Harris, unc.
Ar at Eicata 23*1 ult, bark Jehu,
Tripp. 3 days from

with much firmness,

quotations,
lb, the latter price beiug for the pure article unadul-

sales moderate at 1

continue

vojage.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Vera Cruz 2d inst, bark Acme.
Campbell, from
and for New York; brig Elizabeth. Trimble, from
New York for Minatitlan; sch B Stokely, Colburn
from do, unc.
At Barbadoe* 29th nit, barks N II (iaston, ParmaJoe, for New lork 30th; Henry Trowbridge, I>uutze

bill.

37J.

—vrsicra

very firm at recent adwhich we continue at 35<^40c p

vanced

enlist.

News, which was excluded
anti gives it a most cordial

lb.

('REAM TARTAR.—Is

State, returnetl from Ship Island hist Monday.
2yThe Watervillc Mail says enlistments
for the army are everywhere going forwartl at
the most encouraging rates. A second rally
is in progress in Watcrville College, that promises to rival the first in numbers. Ofthe graduating class more than one third are intending
to

Domingo 21 o22c

new revenue

SEEDS.—Grass Seed* are in less demand as the season advances.
We quote Herd* Gras* £2a2 12J, and
Western Clover 7J £8, and Red Top &3d3 25.
SPICES.—The Spice market has been considerably
excited, and prices for nearly all kinds have recently advanced, and are tending upwards. We now
quote Ginger 20o21c; Mace 66^.70; and I’epper
18a20; Nutmeg* arc very firm at 7fr<t80c
lb.
TEAS.—The demand is active, and with much of a
speculative feeling existing. Prices for all grades are
tending upward*. We notice some advance in other
markets, but dealers here have been selling at about
our last quotations, which wc continue as follows:
for choice grades Oolong 70£75c. Ankoi and lower
grades45a 55; Souchong 46>aG0; and Hyson, of which
there is very little if any now in market, wc quote
86c&*l 001> ib.

BUTTER.—The market is abundantly stocked at
this time with good Table Butter, which is selling at
prices rangiug from 14o,17c. Store Butter is getting
to be very scarce, and we notice an advance, aud now
lb.
quote 14 a 15c
CHEESE.—We notice an advance on Cheese, and
now qnote old New York and Vermont
O&OJc, and
New 8J®9c. The stock is light, aud there is but little coming in.
COFFEE.—Prices are very firm and tending upwards. We continue to quote Java 2&&26jc, and

boy named Park, six years of
age, while playing in the bakery of A. II.
Fletcher, at Skowhegan, a few days since, got
three of his fingers so badly crushed between
the cog wheels that they had to be amputated.

oftlic operation of the
quote 40a45c |> gal.

and Cadi* £2 12‘ a2

BREAD.—Continues in moderately fair demand at
recent reduced prices. We quote Pilot 84 75Co5 f*
bbl.; Ship 83 75to4; Crackers, 83 2&«,3 50
bbl., and
35a40c p hundred.

little

agents

week

Marrow.

Mr. II. thinks the fire was set by somebody who entered the barn to lodge or steal.—
[Watcrrille Mail.

one 01 me aunt incut

a

now

SUGAR —A gn at advance has taken place on all
of .Sugars since the date of our last review,
and the market has been kept constantly excited from
day to day, a* the prices have advanced, and dealers
have been at a loss to know what price* to make.—
The following quotation* ruled the market yesterday,
for Crtislied, Gianulated and Powdered 12f»12je.
Coffee Crushed 97all$. Havana White ll ctllp, do.
Brown 8}ol0|; and Muscovado 8>.*?8Jc. Portland
A A (factory prices) R|, and A »|.
SALT.—Remains in steady demand at the following prices, via: Turks' Island S2 60tg2 76; Liverpool

past, and there is less firmnes in prices.
Sales continue to be made at $3*0-3 25 f* bush for Pea
Beans; 82 75 a3 00 for Blue Pods; and 82 50(o2 75 for

fctOO.

Augusta,

for

Gibraltar, June 19. The Hannah Hicks. Hicks, fm
< astellamar© for New York, gron tided on
tearing the
was got ofl and proceeded on her

bay, but

grade*

ASHES.—There is a steady, fair demand for small
bafie for Tots, and 6Jc for Pearls.
APPLES.—Old Green Applet are now about out of
the market, the early new crop has just begun to
make its appearance in our market, in very small
quantities and in imperfect order, at prices ranging
from 85 50aAi P bbl.
BEANS.—Have been coming to market more free-

Holbrook, in this town, was burned on Sunday
night, with its contents, consisting mainly of
farming utensils. Loss seme $11000, insured

£5"A

We

lots at

patriotic war meetings have been held
in Norway and vicinity, and that the few
Skedaddlers from that region by no means
represent the popular feeling.
Kike.—The bam and

anticipation

Note.—Wo wish it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and that in filling small orders, higher rates have to lie charged.

astic and

think of the

precarious situation
that we occupied on the Chicahominy, with
daily attacks in front, on our flanks, and even
in the rear, by greatly superior forces, wc feel
to adore that brave and competent General,
who performed the masterly feat of so changing our position that any possible advantage
from the enemy is now beyond a doubt.

Camp

reporter'* language

—.

march at last.
When

35" We understand that the

C <on. «n<I Hard *1 60, with a (Ur demand for shipWe continue to quote Ground 9665 50.
IiUM —Portland distilled lias advanced 669c, In

ping.

RICH.

week ending July 10th, lSfi2.

For the

'ffT' Wliert certain speakers, Saturday evening, were patriotically telling of their readiness to go to the field of hlood and
danger, if
they could be spared from high ottieiul stations,
a country cousin at our elbow
whispered,“Why
don’t they resign their offices, and then say,
‘Come boys, let's all start on a|levcl ?’

copy of Gen. McClellan’s recent order of
congratulation iO his troo.is, not knowing, per-

justice to Gen. Howard'* remarks on this subject,
in lii* speech at the City Hall last Saturday
evening. Gen. II. has furnished us, through a
friend, with a correct report of what he did
cay on this point, as follows:
There is another subject, concerning which
there seems to be some misunderstanding.
That is, that Federal bayonets mustn’t protect
rebel property. Now if they do, the built is
not with the army, hut arises from something
exterior. It is with those men, who are ignorant of the law of nations and humanity, who

From appearances there must have lieen at
least 25,000 men encamped here probably with
some

BY Jf. X.

even

A young man at once offered himself, stating
tliai in leaving business, home and its endearments, lie but did bis duty as a citizen and ail
American. Others immediately followed, and
to-day Oagu Elizals-tli may lie counted on for
ail entire
company.
The meeting was adjourned until Monday,
July, Will, when the town w ill make legal the
following vote, passed unanimously by the
meeting of Monday evening, viz:
Votnl. That lie* Town pay to each man who may
volunteer under tlie present call, a sum of money
equal to that paid by Portland, or any otherftown iii
the State, and more if required.
At a late hour the meeting adjourned, ls-Thg
one of the most enthusiastic and harmonious
»thc old town hail ever witnessed.

Protection of Rebel

a

guard.

are ice

or

would raise a
company double the number of their quota,
and such company should lie the object of the
town's lilicral support and kindest care while
oil the battle-field.
The result was what might have been expected from the well known loyalty of the
men

Review of the Market.

us h

“Well,” says
“So

the

VoLfXTEF.K.

an omccr in isioncwan

an

1802.

Patriotic Movement in Cape Elizabeth.
Messrs. Editors :—It gives us great pleas-

rebel.”

to a

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

The State will pay a bounty of $30 to each
recruit mustered into United States service in
a new regiment, and $35 in an old
regiment.—
The banks advance the money. This, with the
United States payment, w ill make an advance
of $70 and $75.
I. Washbukx, Jr.

“Where is he ?”

had in view in their elections,

divide the country; notin any desire to increase the boundaries of free thought, free ex-

1SIYIN1UII

can

unbroken

an

be

their State out of the Union, subject to the o;>protal of the people, and then, with closed
doors and in secret conclave, put their own infamous ordinance in practical force before the
time arrived when they had provided that the
vote should be taken; and facts go to show
that not only in Virginia but in Tennessee and
other States, provision was made to/orce the
States into secession even should the people,
at the bnllot box, vote against it: and facts also show that where a vote was taken, Union
men by thousands were deterred from voting
against secession, by armed bands,in the interest of the conspiritors, w hose mission seemed
to be to prevent all free expression of the people, and to give expression only to the rebel
element. These facts—unquestioned facts—
show that the present rebellion did not originate with the people but with demagogues;
did not originate in any feeling of oppression
or tyranny on the part of the general government—in which all had an equal voice—but in
a long cherished purpose of ambitious men to

and

rear,

boys

iment was, at one time, completely broken up
and scattered, while the 10th Maine remained

for altogether different purposes, and when
brought together, ignoring entirely the objects

The Virginian Convention, elected mainly by
Union men, took the responsibility of voting

H J II1HL

Mllln 111

what tlie Blaine

sachusetts papers glorify the bravery of 2d
Mass., on that occasion, the truth is that Keg-

the

fair and unbiased vote of their constituents.

Anny

ered till1

movement into consideration, t oning
ventions were made up of delegates elected

ments were made

1.11 US

do. In
tlie retreat of Gen. Banks tlie 10th Maine cov-

in

people
they have wickedly taken the responsibility of
wheeling their respective States out of the Union, so far as their ordaining could do such a
thing, but in no ease have the usurers and
despots dared submit their work to an open,

Regi-

now gone to join his Regiment.
Capt.
West, w ith two hundred men, including his
own
Company, built a tressle bridge across the
Shenandoah, 558 feet in length, in twenty-four

a

which the

10th Maine

but has

any State, was passed by a convention or legislature chosen for the avowed purpose of taksucn

went

ment, has been sick in Portland for a few days,

IICMII

is not

at once

Col. Howe state's “her

presence saved his life,” and adds that “this is
one of the very
many rewards we enjoy of extra attention to individual cases.”

of our

Now and Then—The Contrast.

England States, reports,
that two months pre-

under date of July 4,
viously he found Hadley Fairfield, a young
man belonging in Fatten. Maine, sick in the
New Y'ork Hospital, whose case the Surgeons
pronounced hojieless, so much ao indeed, that
there was no need oftelegraphing to his friends
in Maine. Col. Howe, nevertheless, notified

----

AH

other New

Slate Bounties to Volunteer*.

The following despatch was received yesterday front Governor Washburn, and sufficiently
explains itself:

Wl

TO ARRIVE.

Ilorussia...Southampton.New

York.

.July

City of New York. Uvcr]tool.New York. July

2
2
3
6
9
9

Saxonia.Southampton.New
Etna..

Liverpool.New
Australasian.Liveipool.New

York
York
York

Will
If

July

Id
19
16

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.July
Aireat Eastern.New York.. Liverpool.July

23
26
2d
2

Bremen

Aug

so.

rally

SEVENTEENTH

Kangaroo.New Y'ork..Liverpool.July 19

Norwegian.Quebec.Liver|Mxd.July
New Y ork.New York..

Maud by (lie Flog !

F.RAL

TO PKTART.

Hibernian.Quebec.1 Jverpool.July

You

at onee to the Recruiting Office in FED
STREET, under I'uiletl state* Hotel, where
Recruit* are wanted to All a Company in the

July Id

July

MEN I

ATTENTION^

Norwegian.Liverpool.Quebec.July
Persia.Liverpool.New York July
Hunsa.
.Southampton New York July
A‘ity of Washing’ll.Liverpool.New York July
North American Liverpool
July 10
....Quebec.
Asia.Liverpool.New York. July 12

To be

Commanded

RE til.HE NT,

by Colossi T.

A.

and Rations to commence

£y~Pay
EnlLstmenW^J

ROBERTS.
on

the

day

of
MINI A l l IJ E A EM AN AC—Wednesday, July 16.
Sun riwt, morn.4 32 I length of days. 15
Sun nets, eve.7 39 Moon ride*. tuorn.... 10

|

AIAHINE

7
7

I’bjt

$25 Bounty; $2 Premium,
920 FROM THE CITYj

As I •:W8,

and 83# State

PORT OF PORTl.t^D.

Tanulny. Jaly

from 8l!> to l?22 per month.

Bounty

!

AND ONE MONTH S ADVANC E PAT. making
iu all

15*

dfH).

ARRIVED.
Sch Twilight. Thorpe, Bristol.
Sch Ai W Clifford. McFarland, Bristol.
Sell .Mountain I^mrel, Thorpe. Bristol.
Sch Hudson, perry, Chipshurg.
Steamer Montreal Prince, Boston.

Or when
F C,.
K. M
.1 l>

CLEARED.
Sch Thos Dickson. (Hr) Marstera. Chivere NS. mas*
ter.
Sch Kowwiv, (Hr) McKay, St John Ml, matter.
Sch Ili-nry flootcn, Kidder, Baltimore,l,eo Gwy nn

Cortland.

fyBark Ocean Eagle, (of Rockland) Capt Lace,

ar at New York on 13th intt. from New
was one of the tirst vessels captured

Orleans She
by the rebel
the
steamer
Calhouu
her
having'taken
privateers,
while on her voyage front Boston to the West Indies,
and carried her into New Orleans, w here the captain
(Luce) was released .and the tir*t officer with tlie crew
imprisoned. Subsequently ( apt Luce joined the
st. Unthip (*C< an CtU CO a* flr*t ollic.
aid aoou after
the capture of New Orleans discovered his vessel
He presented his claim
mining those not
(he tieing owner), amf the vessel was
git en up to him. I"*he was then repaired, charterer!,
and brings a cargo of sugar.molasses and tur|H'Utine.

destroyed.

1

14th.

df f

dtf

For role bv C E. CRAM.
No 5 Central Wharf.

Flour,

brand* White Wheat Southern Illinois
for families and bakers, tor role by

Commercial

Jr 14

J

I\ F. YARN I'M.
St., head of Widgery '* Wharf.
d.3w is

For Sule.
of the lM>*t Stands in the city for the retail
aed Proriaiou Busi(ieSs, together with
the lea*!- of the I .and.
For particulars appiv to
MINK LEY. 123 Cumberland Street.
II h
din
July 11. 1*3

ONE
i.rocerv

sulo.

rF°r

nev.

Ar at Gloucester 1st, William A Jane, Wood, Nam
York.
Ar at Falmouth 2d, Clara Pickens. Rich, Matan/a*.
Sailed from Shields 3>th ult, 1> C \catou. Pole,

York
sailed 1st, Excelsior. Swift, New 1 ork.
Ent outward 30th uit, Amos M Roberts,
Camden Me.

WILLIAMS, )
July IS. 1SH2.

4**10 hush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 bush. Northern Kve.

V

Ar at London 1st Inst. W D Sew all, Tyler, Callao;
Bullion, Hodgdon. Matan/a*.
t id 1st. E C Pelter, Welch, Sunderland and
8yd-

Ar at Liverpool 30th ult. Tonawauda, Julius. Philadelphia; H S Soule, Waite. New York; 1st inst, Edwin, Peterson. Matan/a*; 2d, Constitution. Lancaster, New York.
off port 2d. American l nion, Hubbard, from New

SMITH.
)
MITMIKLL Recruiting officers.

Flour.

Cronstadt 2t»th, Angela Brewer, Chase, Liv-

New York.
Ar at Glasgow l*t inst. Scotland. Burt, Eastport.
Ar at Dublin 30th ult, t ordcUa. Horn. New York,
Ar at tjuceuatowu 1st inst, statesman. New lork;
2d. l.illia*. Gilmore. Sagua
Off port 2d, Dolphin, from New- York Tor Dublin.

of the War,

honorably discharged.

Flour, l orn, and Kye.
BBLS. "Superior" Southern 111. Flour.

j /THOH’E

vana.

Ar at

800
Jaly

immediately

l’er steamship City of New Y«wk. at New York.
Sailed from Bordeaux 28th ult. Bennett Planner,
Mi ms. for Montevideo.
Sailed from Antwerp 20th, WA Hanks. Bartlett,
Gotten burg; M K Ludwig, Harding, Sunderland.
Ar at Cuxhaveu 28th, Abby Brown, Wilson, Ha-

erpool.

the flour

9W at

j

TIIF. Three story Brick DWELLING*
HOI Sfc. No. 8 Cray Street. It i* in
iftHxl repair, ami contains ten finished
rooms.
If not sold before the Nth of
August next, it will he sold on that day,
at Auction, without
a* 11 o'clock. A. M
Terms very easy. For information apply
rruerve.
to JOHN RANDALL, Oil the premises, or at this
store of RANDALL A WOODBURY, ou Cominer*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1*12.
dtf

|

Trout & other

Fishing Tackle.

(if x*. Riklkh. Revolvers,Cutlery and
SeoKTixo Coops generally.
Repairing aud .stencil t utfing attended to as usual.

VLSO.

G.L. BAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.

Colson,
June 23

emit I

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

TELEGRAPHIC
TO T11E

Ever at Work.—Thr* Street Commissioner
is putting the streets and side walks into
thorough repair at the lower end of the city,
and upon Munjoy.
jy- Rev. 1). M. Graham will preach this
Wednesday evening, in Carleton Hall, at quarter to eight o'clock.

PORTLAND DAILT PRESS.
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Washington, July 14.
Senate.

Fatal Result—We regret very much to
announce to our readers, that one of tile little

girls,
last week,

injured by a truck
on Sunday evening last.

died

A bill was introduced providing that every
officer shall protect slaves approaching the
lines of the armies, and loyal men who lose
property by this order are to be comi<ensatcd.
A bill was introduced to establish a bureau
of emigration.
The bill relative to letters of marque was
taken up and laid over.
The bill amendatory to the act of 17f).r>, calling forth the militia was taken up. the question
being on the amendment limiting the emancipation of those who enter the service of the
government, to slaves of the rebels.
Mr. Lane opposed it.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. Browning moved to strike out the words
Mother. Wife and Children, lost 17 against 20.
Mr. Browning moved that such mother,
wife and children shall not he freed unless belonging to rebels, adopted 21 against 1(5.
Mr. Wright spoke at length in favor of the
policy of employing slaves.
Mr. Henderson followed, urging a more
vigorous prosecution of the war.
After further debate the bill passed twenty-

cart,

Katie Jenkins,

IT A Isdy belonging out of the city, came
into town Monday to collect some coupons of
a city bond—the only property she has.
Unfortunately she has lost it. Thenumberof the
bond is 700, for >400, dated July 12th, 1853,
and due July 12, 1870. She requests Banks,

Brokers, and others who may have sueh a bond
offered for sale, to give information of Lite
City Treasurer's Office.
Upset.—A countryman in turning too sharp
a corner
yesterday afternoon had the misfortune to capsize his coal-cart, laden with charcoal. The man, somewhat chagrined, of course,
at hearing the hearty guffaw of the loungers
about the team, remarked, with some feeling,
“I don’t kere a kttss; I was hound home,—have
refused eight cents a bushel for the whole load
—ought to have taken it, and if any one will
give me live cent* a bushel as it lays, wal. I'll
jog on my way home again.” He was taken
up at his offer, and, starting Hts cart out from
the coal, oWrved, as he took payment. “I'll lie
darned—there's no little thing in life will
at the

same

eight against nine.

Tlte House resolution postponing adjournuntil Thursday was adopted.
The House bill was passed making provision
for pensions for masters, <£c. on gunboats.
The House bill providing for an additional
tax on domestic sugar was passed.
The House bill making suppliinentary appropriations, w’ith amendments, including $15,000 for the purchase of artificial limbs for
wounded soldiers was passed.
A message from the President was received,
requesting the Senate to postpone adjournment at least one day beyond the time already
fixed.
The Senate then took a recess until seven
ment

stop my onward progress. I’ll drive home and
get there now in time to cut a cord of wood
that wont cost me

nothing, and win

track every
cent I’ve lost on the consumed coal.”

Cy Qnriggles was a down town appple
merchant. Yesterday morning when he read
the patriotic proposition of a distinguished
gentleman, to be one of sis to furnish the Governor with >*575,000 to be used to stimulate
enlistment*, his eyes sparkled with the tire of
’70, and with a big “by thunder,'' he declared

o’clock.
EVENING SESSION.

Passed—bill transfering Western gunboat
fleet from War to Navy department.
Agreed to—report of Committee of Conference on bill to prevent imprisonment of soldiers in the penitentiary.
Bill in relation to competency of witnesses
in U. S. Courts passed, after rejection of
amendments that no witnesses should be cxcluded on account of color, and providing
punishment for rela-is or disloyal citizens.
Passed—bill amendatory of acts prohibiting

he’d ire number two of the immortal half-dozen.
He examined his cash account and found it
short of his quota about >112,000. The spirit
was

but the

willing,

“sponduiix”

was

minus,

minus, MINUS!

Mine

styles

Howards

—

of eard sire

photographs of this gallant
Maine officer, from life, and they are for sale in
this city only by Messrs. R. J. I.arrahee & Co.,
09 Exchange Street, for 25 cents single; three
for half

a

The likeness is natural and

dollar.

life-like.

IIOl'SE.

“The Golden Hotr.”—The author of the
“Rejected Stone” has written, and Messrs.

Mr. Wood of New York, made a personal
explanation, protesting against the report on
his treason ease being deferred by the Committee until next session, and offered a resolution
instructing the Judiciary Committee to report
forthwith.
Mr. Ilinghan of Ohio,objected.
A resolution wa« passed that any member of
Congress lie excused who is in active military
service for the suppression of the rebellion.
Tlte milage question was then taken up.
Mr. Thomas' amendment, offered yesterday,

Ticknor & Fields, Boston, have published, a
neat little volume of 110 pages, entitled “The
Golden Hour,” the design being, as we gather
from a mere hasty glance at a few
iwragraphs,
to urge the Idea of emancipation as a
proper
work for the present hour, and the importance
of striking at

rebellion,
strife.

as

slavery. Hie great

cause

of the

the shortest cut to an end of all

The t»ook is written in

popular,

a

was
ner-

indebted for

a

copy.

milage.

Editorial Exrrasiox.—We received a
courteous invitation to join the editorial excursion to the

Tip Top House
ington, yesterday, and regretted

on

A note from the President to the Speaker was
read, requesting the adjournment of Congress
to be |K>stponed for one day. and a resolution
was adopted extending the time of
adjourn-

ML Wash-

much that we

ment to

Weekly, Boston Post, Journal, Atlantic Monthly, Newburyport Herald, and others from
abroad. They were in charge, of Mr. Lowell
of this city, and were accom|>auied by Mr.
Adams of the Argus, Mr. Case of the Advertiser, and Mr. Elwell of the Transcript. Sev-

w.ts

“Florence Percy.”

Between the telegraph and night

com-

positors some queer mistakes sometimes occur.
For instance, yesterday morning the papers
spoke of a corps of Theological engineers;—
not, perhaps, an inappropriate phrase, but out
of place in the connection in which it was

From Washington.

Washington. July 15.
The Confiscation bill lias not yet boon returned to Congress with the President’s approval. It is generally thought that his request for prolongation of the session has reference to that measure.
There is some hesitancy in signing the act. There is a report
circulating to-day that the President is preparing a veto message, while another rumor
among politicians is. that lie w ill suggest modifications of the bill. In either case, there is
no doubt, judging from the large majorities
by
which it passed by a two thirds vote in the
Senate and nearly so in the House, that Congress will not adjourn without securing a
measure of that character.
The border States Representatives to-day
finally agreed ii|Hm their reply to the President's emancipation proposition. It is represented as temperate and respectftil. They
cannot, for reasons stated, endorse his policy,
amt differ from his belief that the declination
of those States to net upon and adopt it, may
or w ill prolong the war.
They Join in the recommendation that tile border States give it
a respectful
consideration, hut in no way
commit themselves to its support. Probably
twenty members of Congress have been iii
consultation upon the subject. Some of those
from the border slave Stales were not present
nt the meeting, while others have left the
city. Several will prepare a reply of their
own, the tenor of which lias not transpired.

used.

The Maine Teacher, July number,
by E. P. Weston, Esq., and published by
B. Thurston, has been laid upon our table, and
we cheerfully commend it to the friends of education throughout the State, as being worthy
edited

of their attention and patronage.
Mimtaky Elections.—Election of officers
of militia companies in the militia com|>anies
in tliis vicinity are ordered by Gen. Virgin as

follows:

Portland—Thursday evening

at

7

the several Ward Booms.

o'clock, at

Westbrook—Thursday afternoon at 4 o’clock,

at Town House.

Falmouth—Friday afternoon

at 4

Town House.

o’clock, at
4

Cumls-rland—Thursday aftmiooti at 4 o'cl'k,
Town House.

Orderly Sergeants in the above towns will
find their orders for election at their respective
post offices.

Orderly Sergeants
nies will confer

a

of the Portland Compafavor by calling at the Ward

From Arkansas—The Union Army encounter
6000 Rebels and Scatter them in all directions.
Corinth, July 13.
Official information has been received at
head quarters of the arrival of Uen. Curtis’
army at Clarendon on the 10th.
After almost daily skirmishing, wherein the
rebels were worsted, six thousand made a
stand on the 7th, on the Cooch river, near
Hound Hill. Col. Harvey of the 33d Illinois,
commanding the advance of (ten. Steele’s
division, afterwards reinforced by two companies, attacked and routed the rebel forces,
scattering them in all directions—mostly all
going towards Little Hock. The reliels have
evacuated Duval’s Bluff.
The Latest advices represent that Curtis’
advance has reached Helena. Ilis army is in
good condition and spirits. Provisions scarce,
hut supplies are coming from Memphis.

Boom on Myrtle street, and obtaining orders
and blanks.
Distkekkino Accident.—William Chase,

Esq., of this city, of the firm of Chase Bros. &
Co., received a telegraphic communication
yesterday morning at about 7 o'clock, iuformiug him of the death of his son, by drowning,
at Readfleld, at which place he had been attending school. We have heard no particulars,
as the telegraph, with its usual terseness, simply communicated the tact of his death, and
asked direction in relation to the disposition
of his body.
Accident.—A serious accident occurred

at

the new fort

yesterday afternoon, almut three
Rairdon, of this city, was engaged in moving a heavy iron post, when it
fell and caught his left arm and hand between
the post and a large stone lying upon the
ground. His hand and arm were seriouslv(

o'clock.

Mr. P.

lascerated. Dr. Lamb dressed the wounds
and the man is doing well.
supreme

judicial

ourt—law Term.

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

Monday.—James Carlin
am*.
Argued.

v.

Chas. W. Ad-

A. Merrill.

Sheplcy

Jabez C.

v.

ill.

Woodman, Jr.,
Argued.

& Dana.
Silas II. Church-

Yiutou & Dennett.

Woodman.

McLellan, Executor, in equity, v.
Woodbridge C. Osborne A als. Argued.
Evans A- 1’utnum.
Sheplcy A Dana.
Ebon

Anderson & Webb.

Municipal
BEFORE HIS

war news.

Louihtkmc. July 15.
The Bulletin says that Morgan’s hand last
night destroyed the long bridge on the Ken-

Central ltailroad, between Cynethiana
and l’aris. A gentleman residing near Cynettiiana, says Morgan's move on Frankfort and
laixingtoii was a feint, Ilia real object being
to strike the railroad at l’aris and destroy the
Townsend viaduct, which it would take six
weeks to reconstruct, then destroy property in
Bourlsm county and retire to Harrisonburg
or Mount Sterling.
Advices from I.exington last night to Mayor
Hatch of Cincinnati, render part of the above

tucky
!

improbable.

There are reports this evening of the railroad track between Lexington and Frankfort
having been torn up to-day by guerrillas.
Dispatches to military authorities, received
to-day, say that (Jen. Curtis' command, about
14.00U strong, has reached Helena, Ark.,where

they

are

resting at present.

Cairo. July 15.
Water has been let into the canal at ‘Vickshut
the
burg,
anticipation that it would soon
cut a channel through, are not yet realized.—
The work of deepening it three feet has commenced.
•

Court.

HONOR, JUDGE I.ANE,

July 15,1S02.
Mi»s Annie Howard, a lady
representing
herself tn lie from Augusta, was arrested Saturday on South Street, for having “forgotten
herself.” Ills Honor imposed a fine of two
dollars and ousts, which together with her imprisonment Since Saturday night will teach
the fair ( ?) one that “the way of
is hard.”

passed.

A bill was passed explaining the 5th section of the confiscation act. so that its action
shall not be retroactive. Adj.

eral ladies graced the party wish their presence,
was

Thursday.

The House took up the Senate bill providing
for the ascertainment, by commission or otherwise, the amount expended by Missouri in
equipping and subsisting troops, and the sum
ascertained to be due to l>e set off the direct
tax im|H>sed on Missouri.
No action was
taken.
The bill requiring the commanders of merchant vessels to take the oath of allegience

could not accept it, with representatives of the
New York World,Tribune, Post,and Harper's

among whom

adopted.

The question then being, on ordering the
bill to be engrossed for the third reading.
Mr. Edward moved to lay it on the table.
Disagreed to 30 against 80.
After considerable debate the bill was passed
8(1 against at.
Mr. Colfax of Ind. moved to amend the title
making it read, an act abolishing congressional

vous style, is illustrated by various—sometimes
amusing—anecdotes, and will be read with interest even by those who may demur at some
of its suggestions. For sale in this city by
Messrs. O. L. Sanborn <fe Co., to whom we are

at

ii.mm*.

Bill for Uie discharge of State prisoners was
taken up.
Mr. Wilson moved to strike out the first two
sections providing for the discharge of all state
prisoners and taking bail, leaving in the hill
one section authorizing the President to suspend Habeas Corpus.
After debate the Senate went into executive
session. A.y.

Photograph.
T. R.
Burnham, Middle Street, has got out several
Gex.

CONGRESS—First Session.

transgressors

The guerrillas near Memphis are Wonting
bold, burning cotton almost in sight of
the city. Disguising themselves as cotton
buyers they And where it is secreted, and then
come in force and born it.
very

Seven scouts of the 11th Illinois cavalry
when near Hernando, Friday, were attacked.
Two were wounded and captured, but the balance

escaped.

St. Loris, July 15.
Dispatches to military authorities received
to-day, say that Gen. Curtis’ command, about
14,(HO strong, has reach Helena, Ark., «here
they are resting at-present
Information from Corinth to Thursday, says

Inducement* to Volunteer*.
It I*

States Government gives to the recruit a bounty of one hundred dollars, twenty-five of which
is

that Gen. Hallcck was there and the various
divisions of his army, in excellent condition
ami eager for active <>|(erntions.
Bragg has about 40^X0 troops at Tupells and
some .’!5,(X» more are at
Holly Springs and
other places. Their movements are said to in-

paid
of

rant

dition to the above amount, he receives

Chicago, July 15.

The Governor lias issued a proclamation for
regiments of infantry for three years, in
ni ponse to the call of tin- President
New York Items.
res
ne

New York, July 15.
Notwithstanding the intense heat there was
an immense
gathering of loyal citizens this af-

ternoon—one fully equal to April last year, just
after the fall of Fort Sumter. There were five
stands for speakers, and several presiding officers, viz.: Mayor Opdyke, Pelntiah Perit,.
Hon. Hamilton Fish, Prof. Lieber, and Gen'l
Fremont Among the speakers were Rev. R.
S. Storrs, Rev. Rufus W. Clark, Rev. Samuel
Osgood, and Rev. Francis Vinton, and the presiding ollicers of the several meetings. All of
the sfieaken vehemently favored the upholding of tiie government in ail its war measures
until tiie last armed rebel surrenders. The enthusiasm among tiie massas was very strong,
and every allusion to the President or any of
our Generals in the field, were
vehemently
cheered, as also deprecatory allusions to foreign interference in our troubles.
Tiie address adopted is couched in patriotic
terms, stating that tin- war is purely defensive
of what wc received from our fathers; that it
is for the Union and the Constitution; that the
rebellion is causeless; that a republican form
of government is our preference; that we are
contending for the integrity of our country
and its national existence for our Christian civilization, for our commerce, our arts, and our
schools; that all we have should be given to
our country in its hour of trial, and if there t>e
a man among ns
not feeling thus lie should
leave us; that we are willing to make sacrifice
to sustain the government, only asking the
government to use our resources quickly, vigorously and wisely; that the nation is in no
mood for trifling; it complains only of delays,
vacillation, weakness; and wishes its strength
to be roused that not a vestige of revolt shall
remain. The address declares that if any foreign government attempts interference with
oiir affairs, it must Is- repelled with that firmness and spirit becoming the American
people.
IfthereisanythingalMiut which we are agreed,
it is our traditional policy that will not interfere witli tiie affairs of other nations, nor allow
other nations to interfere with ours; to the
maintainance of this policy the nation is unanimous.
It concludes as follows: As the rebellion and
the possibility of foreign interference make it
necessary that the whole loyal people should
be banded together for the defence of all we
hold most dear, we pledge ourselves to each
other, to Congress, and the President, that
with all our resources we w ill support the government in the prosecution of this war with
our utmost possible vigor, until the rebellion
is overcome and its leaders brought to merited

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
No. 176 Middle Street, nearly opposite junction
Free Street.

IF

Best

TRASK & LEWIS,
Square, h*tl Preble St.

27 Market
July 14th, 18*52.

capable,

The year is

3s a9d:

the

use

so

of fire-arms.

far

distant, perhaps, when t lie
called out to repel the Invasion

not

people may is;
by foreign powers, and
handling the musket, is

oue man skilled in
worth more at suelt
times than five novices in the art. The igm>-

displayed by the child, who puts out an
eye by the handling of his mother’s scissors,
is counterpart to that displayed by the man,
who, in his blundering use of the gun.destroys
his own or his neighlior’s life. We an- evidently lo become the greatest military power on
rance

earth, and the best
so,

are

the

assurance

signs

of

that we

patriotism

are

to

he

and

loyalty
present day.

evinced by the youth of the

We Jiave noticed that

a

Provision

grent many

heard this class say, “you yo ahead and I will
followArtemus Ward's regiment of Brigadier (Jenerals would suit their taste, with its
flue

plumes, spirited horses, good rations and
big pay, but they have no taste for going on
foot through mud and morass, lugging a
heavy
musket, living on beef and hard bread, and all
for the pay of a common soltlier. Such men
would appear more patriotic, in the ryes of
common people, if
they would enlist and lake
their chance for

home,

at

if

Has taken the Store

Corner of Pine

{/“Men

promotion, or, if they must
they would pay a good man to

who

pretend

to

Oomiti'y

ing
of

to

rise to

an

in

ebony”

(V- Jt’ST RECEIVED.

r. S. Tactics,

Army Herniations,
ncCIrllan'si Bayonet Exercises,

a

July 12.1802.

Heavenly state;

or

that it will there be

soul

can

ever

in that

city

last week

from Hie traders

purchasing small change

account of brokers; ami it
thinks it unreasonable that the jieoplc should
on

accept shinplasters of persons who encourage
this traffic.

ITsual

and

GENERAL ORDER No. 18.
lu pursuance of requisition and
authority from the
President of the United States, the Governor and
O»mmandcr-in-('hoif orders and directs that an additional Regiment of Infantry, for the service of the
Government, the Nineteenth of Maine Volunteers,
to rendezvous in Hath, be raided and organized forthwith. Instructions in detail are prepared for Recruiting Agents, who will obtain their authority,
with all the requisite blanks for making enlistments,
from the Adjutant General at Augusta, and such other Iversons as may hereafter Ik* designated.
Order of tlie Commander-in-Chicf,
JOHN L. HoDSDON,
julll
Adjutant General.

June 23,1862.

largo awnrtmrnt of Oval, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Constantly on hand.

15 Recruits Wanted
WM. C. BECKETT,

or

machinery

PENSIONS BOITNTY MONEY,
Bark Pay, Arn

lit* prepared himself bv selections from the Now
Styles of Good* recently imported in New York and
boston, to meet the requirements of his customsrs

and the

service in the present war. obtained for Soldiers
ami Sailors, their Widows and Heir*, from the l'idled State* Government, on application in peraon or
by letter to

FrtU

Pen-

The proposals w ill state the names of the bidders in
full, and of their sureties: the gross sum. covering all
costs and claims against the government whatever on

an

assortment of the nicer

TS

J_iinenta,

MoIiimm and Sugar.

of

HHDS. Cardenas Molasses.
#-Jv" 200 do. Muictrtdo do.
2*:/h

improve-

and every convenience for the comfort and accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of room* are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will coutiuue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

Boston, January, 1442.

100

Je23—3in

FROM

and.after the drat of July, Postage Stamps
Stamped Envelopes will not ha charged at

and
the font office.

dTmis

I-ARGE, NEW &

ofs*
2,000,000B~"u
MILLER.
by
For sale

July

9

would

Teat.
CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
~r| HALF
2 •11/
50 do.
do.
do
Souchong
For

a

Je23-3m

SUPERIOR

BOXES Vermont Cheese—boat dairies.
2ft Tubs Choice Vermont Butter.
680 Bbls. Family Flour.
Iii store and to arrive.
For sale low by F. A. SMITH.
» A 21 SILVER STREET.
Portland. June 23. 1M2.
d4w

direct the attention of

And the public in itenera].

_

Aleo.

t

large

and

C oru. Cohl
RIVER CORN,
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Fall*,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot.
By P. F. VARNt'M, Commercial Street,
Head of Widgcry's Wharf.
Ju?2—3wis

ILLINOIS

rtried

aeeortueut of

FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

Handkerchief Perfumes
INFERIOR TO NONE IN TIIE WORLD.
TO HE

PROPOSALS FOR SUB8ISTEHCE.

do well to call at their room*,

will

144 Middle Street, Portland,
Where may al*o be wen

972 Bounty at I'low of the War !

an

PROPOSALS will be received bv the
undersigned, at Augusta. Me., until the Itftb day
of July, 1W2. at 4 30 P. M., Ibr the
following articles
of subsistence stores, to be delivered at the
camp of
the 17th Regiment Maine Volunteers, near Portland.
Me., from time to time, and in such quantities as may
be required, of which timely notice will be given tho
successful bidder:—

SEALED

cateneifo assortment

of

MILLINERY. WHITE GOODS,
llOOf SKIRTS, HOSIERY,
LACES, EMBROIDERIES,

Portland having families #1.00 per

15 barrel* Mess Pork,
2000 pouuds llani.
4-8 barrel* Mess Beef.
70 barrels Flour.
10.000
Hard-Bread,
50 bushels Beans,
2000 pounds Rice.
1500 pounds Coffee (roasted and groundL
*
.75 pounds Black Tea.
3001* pounds Sugar (Coffee Crushed),
200 gallons Vinegar,
260 pounds Adamautins Candles,
000 pounds Soap,
12 bushels Salt.
143 bushels Potatoes.

-A St*-

week for wife and 60 ceuta for each child.

Fancy IDry Q-ood.s!
X.

G.

PALMER,

R. C. THOM

KM,

2.

LORO,

pounds

JR.

Jul7—dtf__

937 Advance Bounty 1

Pier and TOuntle Tlirroni.
Oval, Square or Kliptical frame*,

WITH
Rosewood, Iflack Walnut
order, of

dollars Advance

Bounty, and one
Pay from *13 to $22 per

commence

from the date

sooner

or

with
liilt finish made

size, atyle or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Classes and
plate* re-m-t in old frames, by
_MoRRlSOX k CO., 2*5. Market Square.
to

any

discharged.

Also, for the *ame amount of subsistence stores to
be delivered at the camp of the 18th Regiment Mala#
Volunteers, at Bangor. Me.
The subsistence must be of the best quality, and bo

Oftlt Frame*.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size
IJV>R
Myle desired—latent pattern* and best
to order bv

subjected

to inspection.
reserves the right to increase tbe
by giving three dars notice to the successful
bidder, and to rqject all bids if be deems them unsat-

or

The

workmanahip-^-made

MORRISON k CO., 28, Market Square.

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

acres

cruiting

Bounty

Land at the close of the

war.

isfactory.

NO. 4 FOX BLOC K,

change

Streets.

corner

Entrance

on

PROPOSALS FOR FRESH BEEF.

moulding*.
quantities
price*, in made
and

Oak

Street.

lowest cash
trade. Ship
order by

AT

OT Wasted—a Drummer and Eifer.
W II. SAVAl.E,
)
('. I’. MATTtH'KS,
{ Recruiting Officers.
JAMES M BROWN,)
Portland. July 9. 19K2.
d&wtf

Intornational

EC BEN SAWYER,
Capt. 3d Maine Vols, A. A. C. 8.
Qm. Vol. Recruiting Service,
Augusta, July 9. IStBf.
JullOdTt

Ild.

Gilt, Rosewood, Black Walnut and

of Middle and Ex-

Exchange

to suit the
fini*hed to
Moulding*
MORRISON CO..
Market Square.

Old Frames

AND

RENEWED

by

be received at A**mPROPOSALS
SEALED
t«, Me., hr the undersigned, until Wednesday,
will

July 1 t»t 11, l.Stift, at 4 30 P. M., for supplies of FRESH
BEEF, for tlie use of recruits for the 17th Regiment
Maine Volunteer*, at the camp near Portland, Me.,
until the Regiment leases the State.
The number of recruits will gradually increase
from twenty to one thousand. The Beef must be tarnished them in such quantities as
may be from time to
time required, and ou such days as shall be designated by the Acting Assistant
of Subsistence. who shall give the contractor due notice of the
amouut needed.
Tlie Beef to he furnished must be of good and
w hole-mne
qiialit). in qua: ter*, cut and sawed with
an equal
of each, (neck and shank* excluded): and tin* undersigned reserves the right to reall
bids
if
he
deem*
them uusatisfhctor).
ject

Ke-Ullt,
MORRISON ft CO.

On Hand.

V

CONSTANT supply of best Extra
Leaf, and at low rates at
26 Market

Photographic

Deep

Commissary

Gold

Square

Ooods A Chemicals.

stock in this

department
complete,
OCRprising every article
used in the
MORRISON k C
is

proportion

com-

art.

Bank.

O.,

June24d»fW8t

26. Market

Endorse—“Proposals

Square.

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just published, in

proposals

a

*calc>d

(’apt.

for Fresh Beef."

Envelope.

NMIm.

ju!10d7t

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
will be received Hll Thnr*d»r. »p.
AND RADICAL CUKE of
Spermatorrhea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Kmi«*ioo*. Sexual
M July wth. by the Committee on Public Build,
and
to
for
Debility,
Impediments
Marriage
in**,
buildin* * Double Throe storied Brisk
School House on the Win.low lot on Cumberlmud
Nervousness, Consumption. Epilepsy and Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacitv. resulting from SelfStreet.
Plans and
Abuse. Ac.—By ROUT J. CULVER WELL, M. D., ;
may be seen at the City
Author of the Green Book, Ac.,
Engineer's twice, New City Building. Mr. (i. M.
Harding, architect, will furnish anv further in“A Noon la Tbaasnnts of Safrrfrs,”
formation that may he de*ir*»d. at his office
sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any address,
The Committee reserve the right to accept such
or
ou
two
of
six
cents,
postage
PiM»TFAlt»,
pro|ME*als as under all c iron instance* thev *hall conreceipt
sider moat fatorable tor the interest of the City, or to
stamps, by Dr. CH J. C. KLINE. 127 Boweky. New
Voice. I'opt Orru K. Box, 4686
reject all proposals offered.
ietradfcw
June 28.
|
W. W THOMAS, Chairman
juintd

A

PROPOSALS

generally,

Specification*

1

RKt’BKN SAWYER,
Tola, A. A. C. S.

3d Maine

Recruiting Service,
Augusta. Me., July 9. 1*2.

lid. Or*. Vol.

FRICK PIX CENTS.

parties

Subsistence.”
R

necesaarfly

office

Over Telegraph Office,

Endorse—*' 1Proposals for

O OCA RE or oval—every kind called for. The*e
F7 being manufactured by ourselves, except those
imported. we can compete with any market for low price*. At wholesale or retail, at 28. Market .Square.
MORRISON k CO'S.

Re-

undersigned

amount

Photographic Franc*.
10f>

by JOHN LYNCH k CO. 1

•""

Proprietors of Hotels,

Country Trader*

sale

Butler, Ckeese, Flour.

Confectioners, Keepers of Ice Cream Saloons,

RAISED IMMEDIATELY AND HKNDEZVOIS AT
l'OKTLAND !

N. J.
Commercial Street.

dim_No. 90

k
EXTRACTS, Ifv/

FLAVORING
they

jeSBtr

Shipping Board*.

-LOT or-

To which

buxe» II. B. Sugar.
For »alc by JOHN LYNCH k CO.

Notice.

LEWIS RICK, Proprietor.

Ilave just received

ready

V

routes

I®. G. PALMER 4c CO.

Three years unless

Corps Armory,

office. No. 22 Exchange Street, on Wednesday,
the lath inat.. at 3 o'clock. 1\ M.. for the election of
Officer!, the acting noon the Reports of the Director,
and Treasarer, and the tranmetioa of business that
may properly come before the meeting.
EDWARD H. DAVIES, President.
Juleeoqtd

RALLY FOR THE FLAG ! To Ooiiioctiouoi***!

of enlistment.

month's Advance

Ntdee,

dtf

and easy of acce** from all the
ted,
travel.
It contain* the modern

M. D., Druggist,
Middle and Cross Streets.
W. F. Phillips, L. C. Gilson, and Apothecaries generally.
ju!2dtf

Twenty-seven

a

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Portland lias l.ight Company will be held nt
tlielr

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Boutow, Mann.,
tlie largest and best arranged Hotel in
the New England States: is centrally loca-

re-

account of tin* machinery, for which they propose to
l imed waies six per l ent. Five
furnish it in the vessel, complete and ready for steaming, discriminating between the two ease* of erecting
Bonds.
it in the same port and of transporting and erecting
it in another port; and the time from date of contract
in which they will guaranty to complete it in the vesFOR BALK AT THEsel
for steaming, provided the vessel is
ready to
receive it twenty-one dgys earlier if the vessel fs at
the same jxirt. and one month <*arlier if at another
port; if not ready, twenty-one days or one mouth, according to the case, will be ullowed for completion
from date of readiness.
(hm12w
July 9, 1S62.
The contract will embrace the uoial conditions, and
payments will lx? made in the usual manner as the I
work progresses.
The
are to Ik* endorsed ‘‘Propanol»
Notice.
for
Paddfe- II herl Sfmm A/arhiHerp/' to distinguish
City «»f Portland, July 10, 1SG2
them front other business letters.
XJOTICE is hereby given to all
interested
The Department reserves the right to reject anv or
il in the iietition of Daniel llood and als for a
all of the proposals made under ttds advertisement,
in the grade of Smith Street, and also to all
change
if, in its opinion, the public interests requires.
parties interested in the petition of J. H. Williams
No proposals will bo considered except from
profor a c hange in the grade of Congress Street, that
prit tors of marine engine building establishments.
the Committee on Highways, kc.. w ill give a hearing
jull4cod8w
to all said parties interested hi said petitions, on
Wednesday, July 17th, at 3 o’clock P. M„ at the junction of Smith and Cumberland Sts and at 5 o’clock
Wanted to
P.
I
M., tame day, ou Congress Street at the head ot
Ouincv Lane, at which tunes and places all said parMASTER'S Intrreul iu a Ypmp). I test of Refties ar*- notified to In* present.
er*’nor. £irpit.
Per order ol‘ the Committee ou Sheets, SideA.lilris, l'OKTLAM) POST OFFICE.
walks. &e
June 24, 1862.
*d4w
UOX 672.
S. W
LARK A RLE. Chairman.
jullO-lw

Purchase.

qualities of

•••Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland. June 23, 1863.

Corner of

month’s pay in advance.
mouth, pay and rations to

before.

nr lly and Rations commence on the day of enlistment.
JOHN M. MARSTON.
CHAS. L. McAI.l.ISTF.R,
JeMtf
Recruiting officers.

To all of which attention is especially invited.

PARSONS,

To residents of

ever

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

Twenty

i

Rifle

Of a rreat variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
tho varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique
styles. Also

('lOOI)

RKHIXENT,

oftred than

DOESKINS!

II All MUX.
d&w tf.

(;iMVi:sTO,\Es.

17m

discharged.

Recruiting office at

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, a* well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain and Fancy

Bargains will In* given to those who wish
X to
purchase Gravestone* or Monument* of aur
description. Those who will fkvor me with a rail
shall !»e satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop ou Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens* Plains.
_>30-3m_J. H. COOK.

THE

ire

sooner

Together with 02 00 Bonus, and
Pay authorised by Cougrrsa.

Cloths for
Black and

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

business for the last twenty years, and having a
Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness ami despatch, ami on rerjf reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FltKEMAN BRADFORD,

Toothache you will be

three yean, unless

serve

Better Inducements

SUMMER SEASONS !

AND

Immediately.

company from

•100 BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR.
And 100 ACRES OF LAND,

to

as

In his new stock are comprised
Fancy
Spring Overcoat* and Business Suits. Rich

reliable

A.

public

a

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

tl,o 2«*h
for tlie
for Paddle Wheel

paddle

To 111 op

137, MIDDLE ST.,

DKPAKTMKXT will, until
THK
day of July, receive scaled proposals
ruction
steam

Steamers.
Kerb steamer will have one inclined engine of not
las* than 160 cubic feet displacement of
piston per
stroke; the leugth of tlie stroke to be alnuit 8 feet 9
inches. The frame to Ik* of yellow pine,
strongly
kneed, bolted and braced.
Tlie re w ill be a Se wall’s surface condenser, in which
the condensing surface will be comp«»-d of drawn
brass tubes live eighths Inch outside diameter; tube
and followers of brass; total area of condensing surface 2800 square feet: cajwcitv of air-pump (considerikI as single acting) 25 cubic leet: capacity of circulating pump (considered as siugle acting) 26 cubic feet;
inlet and outlet pi|M*s to pumps to have a net area of
not less than tw«»-third's of the pump's pistons; receiv ing and delivery valve* of pumps to have a net
area of opening of not less than one and a half time
tlie area of the pumps' pistons; valve seats of brass;
valves of gum.
The cyUnder is to have brass balance poppet valve*
of 17 and 18 inches diameter; valve si-ats of brass.—
Steam valve to be arranged with .Stevens’ cut off._
The whole valve gear to be finished and ananged
for working hooked on hack as well as ahead.
The cross-head to Ik* of w rought iron and finished.
The cranks to be of wrought iron, turned and
planed.
Tlie shall to Ik* of wrought iron turned, ’llie cutboard journal is to Ik* tim e feet in length.
AH cylinder covers, valve-chest ami pump bonnets,
with their bolts and nuts and links aud connecting
rods to be finished.
A plunger feed pump and bilge
pump. of brass, to
be provided of 2J cubic feet capacity ; valves of gum,
to have a net opening of twice the
capacity of the
I pump.
The pump* are to Ik- worked by'w rought iron arms,
turned ami plamsl.and secured upon a f urm*d wrought
iron shaft, which is to be w orked from the main crosshead by tinish«*d links, and wrought iron levers, turned and planed.
The
wheel i* to he overhung, to be of
wrought iron, and 26 feet 8 inches in extreme diameter. l’addles to be twenty-four in number, 8 feet 9
inches long, and 15 inches wide.
There arc to be two Martin (toiler*
placed opposite
each other, with tire-room between. Length of boiler 18 feet, width 10 feet 6 inches, height about 9 feet 8
inches; to coutaiu five furnaces each; the furnace to
be three leet wide; length of grate d feet 0 inches;
total grate surface 195 square fret; total le-atiug surface not less than 5000 square feet. .Shells, with the
exception of the bottoms, to be of 5-16 inch plate;
bottoms, furnaces, and air-pits of three-eighth inch
plate; to be double riveted and braced for a hydrostatic test pressure of 60 pounds per
square inch’.
Each boiler is to have a No. 4 Diniptel blower blowing into the bark of the ash-pits.
All tin* detail, Hniah, quality of material and workmanship to be lirst-elass, pro|H»rtioued tor a working
boiler pres-iire of 4o pounds per square inch, and
con forma Id© to the s|H*ciiicatiou*
previously printed
ed by the Department for paddle-w heel steam machinery. There will also be furnished the tools, duplicate drees, instruments, & t\, required
j
by those speci-

SIXTEENTH REGIMENT.

4wdaw

Merchant Tailor,

Z. K.

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Upward Shaw, Secretary.
J“»« 29eodSm

CHANGE OF SEASON !

tf

Portland, Juno 20th.

Ttiore desiring Insurance will do well to call and
insuring elsewhere.

ascertain Hie terms before

Office 108 Middle Street.

R. J. D. LARRABEE k 00.,
No. 69 Exchange Street*
June

BRADFORD A HARMON,
No. w KbcbaxobSt., Portland. Maixb.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the
sion

policies upon which alx premium, hare been
renewed annually free of premium to the

are

02 Middle 8b, opposite Pm. OMee.

Catalogue,

23. 1W3.

paiil,

oa
com-

aa

policy bolder.

Alao, their entire interest in Manufacturing and Custom Department. Having M-eured the nervier*
of
Mr. J. E. KOLEY, late Foreman and Cutter
for
MesaraC. k K., they hope to merit a fair share of the
patronage bestowed upon their prcdocesuora.

Proposal** for Paddle-Wheel Steam
Itlaehinery Tor the It. S. Navy.

const

a»

panyAll

Rendy>Nade Clothing,

Winsor fc

Company.

Company continue to inattre property
THIS
term.
frrorablc
those of any reliable

aay to their friends and the public that they
have purchas'd of Messrs. « HADBoCK.NE fc KENDA LL, their Stock of

By

NAVY

Mutual Fir ft Insurance

would

Our Assortment of Artists* Materials
very extensive, being of tho best manufacture,

our

23.__dkwtf
PORTLAND

4wived

OARDINER * BROWN,

RECEIVED,

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contain* a complete list.

Jane

CLOTHING.

It is sixteen years since this remedy was introduced,
and it has constantly gained in public estimation.
For Sale by the Proprietor,

)
OmcK. }
Augusta, July7 8th, 1862.)7

JEm*

ROBINSON,

*>■ 1862.

Newton’* Oil and Water Colors
Brushes, Drawing Tapers, Pencils, ( ravon*, Oils and
\arni*he<«, Matlu niafical Instruments. Ac.
Hur stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the .State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and
photograpers.
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.
PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

A

Of Proridenee.
I'rnrrrT Sxt-ttRiTY, which
ought alwara to be the
first rottoffrntin. in effecting in.uranee is here nl*
fend to the public, at the
adopter! by simml ami responsible ompaniea
Office in "Boyd’s Building."
oppotite Po.t office.

No. M MIDDLE STREET.

A very choice collection of Fine
F.ngrarlnga and
Lithograph,, which wo shall be happy to show to any
may call.

I*

--

Low ^Prices.

LEACH A

who

micii a*

UMBRELLAS,

OILT

satisfactory.

IF

is seek-

man was

and warranted

8UN

All of which wiQ be told at otir

Her and Oval Frame,, with French Mirrora; Gilt,
hbony and Imitation lto*-wood Frame, both Oral
and S<inare. for Kngrgviug, and 1'ho I on ran
In, at low

pricca

AND

Ao., Ac., Ac.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

j

following First CLAM IntUrtne* Uh'll
National laanraace Company,
•
Of Boaton,
Ct«b Capital and Surplna, MOO.OOOi
Republic Fire laanraace ( ornpant,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Snrpiua, 8313,000.
Relief Fire laanraace Company,
Of New York.
Caah Capital and Sarplu, 8300,000.
Equitable Fire and Marine Ina. Cm,

VELVET RIBBONS,

PARASOLS

FRAMES.
looking Glauses.

st.,

of the

Agent

EMBROIDERIES,

ODOXTALOIOO.

slave?

a

Tainting*

WARREN SPARROW,
Etrhaap

®*ce 94 Middle, r.r, »T

MOIIAIR MITTS,

Manufacturers of

ORNAMENTAL

you suffer from the
lie veil by using the

attain to the

The Lawrence Journal says that

Ac.

MATERIALS,

'"D**r",T

IB 6 UBABOB

BIBB

GLOVES,

TRY IT AND BE SATISFIED!

if it should thus attain,
a

S3 Exchange Street.
<llf

STATE OF MAINE.

a

negro’s

Engravings,

ARTISTS’

For Oil

B.,h,J1y»,l8a.K

Dealers In

Picture Frames,

H. L. DAVIS,

higher plane of life than that
abject bondman. Do such persons be-

lieve that

public patronage.

MILITARY BOOKS, NEW EDITIONS.

believe their bibles

cut

Streets,

choice assortment of

I’roduce.

He invite* a liberal Share of
dlw
.July 11.

recognize the interest of such negroes in the
mission ofthe world’s Saviour, will sneer at the
idea of educating and elevating the colored
race, and lie trays a bad spirit at every indicaimage

Brackett
a

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,

and who do not deny that negroes have human
souls, destined to immortal life, and who even

tion that “God’s

and

Where he intend* to keep

go in their stead.
u

Store.

CHARLES CiKEENOl'GII

patriotic gentlemen who wear kid gloves and
sport gold-headed canes, boast of their readiness to go lo tile battle-field, but we
strongly
j
suspect, that, like Pike of the Augusta Age—
less
frank
than
would
wish
to
only
he—they
board at a hotel and ride in a shay ! They are
ready to my follow me, hut we have seldom

stay

VKUtERY
-AND-

linn

son

dtf

nun

—

teach his

Photograph,

DO

15.

Train Yoch Hoys!—Let every father

or

HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjutant Gknekal's

Cork more active and firmer—Meas 10 75 a 11 00;
Prime 11 00 a 11 25.
Sugars more active—New Orleans 8J aB; Muscovado Sj a 01: liar ana, !*j ; Porto Him, s a 10.
Coffee more active and tinner— Kin, 21 a22J.
Molasses firm—Porto Rico 39 a 40.
Wool firmer—Salt— 55.1441 Mrs; liomcetic fleece at
62* a 581; eight* bales extra polled at She.

tail

I ,1.™?’

PORTLAND, ME.,

dtf

JUST

YOU

Ambrotype

Volunteers.

Liverpool drooping—Flour

jull4d4w

not fail to call at No, 27 Market Square, where
they take TKKFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at prices which defy conqietitton.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.

Nkw York, July 15.
Cotton more active—sale* 3300 l«ale» at 44 * 46 for
middling upland.
Hour—Slate and Western 6 cents Metier Supertine—State 4 60 a 4 76; Kxtra do 4 05 a 5 05. Western,
4 60 a 6 75. t auada. 5c higher -Kxtra 6 00 a f> 25.
Wheat lc better
sales 241,1410 bushels; Chicoro
Spring. 102 a 1 OB; Milwsnkir Club, 1 OS a 1 01; Amber Inara, 1 12a 1 13; Red Winter Western 1 21 a 1 24;
White Western. 1 24 ; Canaria Club, 1 05 a 1 US; Kentucky White, 1 40.
Corn, lc higher—sales: Mixed Western 52 a 63

to

of

-WANT THK-

New York Market*

14.

all kinds of

Adi line of

HOSIERY,

It. 1. D. LAKKABEE A (O,
Manufacturers, Importer,, and Wholesale and Re-

A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several years study
in the higher branches of the art, have rendered him
qualified to execute everv variety of work in the most
elegant styles, and he hope* by diligence and constant attention to business to merit the patronage of
the public.

Lewiston voted to-day to pay $70 bounty to
volumeers to furnish its quota.

a

June 23. 18*12.

Signs Banner*, Landscapes
Figure*, Flower*, Scroll Work, Ac.

From Utah.
Kansas City, Ju(y 12.
The Sante Fc mail of the 30th ult. has arrived. All the Texans except one company,
have left Arizona for home. There w as an engagement yesterday between a company of
State militia anil Quantrell’s band, near Pleasant Hill.
The reliels were finally repulsed,
with a loss of It killed and 5 mortally wounded.
Our loss was 0 killed aud 15 w ounded. Capt.
Kohl, commanding the militia, is reported
wounded, (juantrcH's coat and sabre, anil a
list of all his men, were captured.

Freights

manner
an

Jaa. I. l atte,,,

almost endlea* variety,

In

tha

t)lRKUTORJI
Win. Drummond, G. E R Patton
8.0,1 |.
E.
Arthur Sewall,
J. p. Morse.
I^wi* Black nirr,
David Patten,
jj. a. Houghton,
J. C. Jameson.
K. K HARDING.
President,
C‘

Robing.

V it

DRESS DOODS,

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,
an

John ratten,
Oliver More...

prepared to offer them at
LOWER l’KIdlS than ever
a

on

exceeding
• 10,000 in anjr One Risk.

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the *ub«crit>er is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of
house-f'urr.ishing
bust no**, he can offer g«K»d* at
prices that will not
fail of proving
satisfactory on examination.

a

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr*

in

#2200,000;

And that they are phn*n d to make Insurance
mutual principle, agnnist marine risk., not

are now

Ladies will al*o find

now

in store, as above, comprising as it does
nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and C
rockery
Department*. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can lind almost auy variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.

Painting.

execute
artistic
Ornamental Tainting, such
WILL

their

attention

dtf

Decorative

ship Termagant.

Uraiu 13

£2000, in

Jyl6

The resolutions are 11 in numtier, and the
last one recommends that the city government
offer a bounty of $25 to all residents enlisting
within 80 days in any regiment now in the
tleld. At ti o’clock, when the crowd seemed
the densest, a violent shower came up, and the
meeting was summarily dismissed. All offices
and wholesale houses were closed in the afternoon, as also were many of the retail stores.—
The number present was variously estimated
at from 50.000 to 100.000.
Steamship Ariel, from Aspinwall 7th, arrived to-day, with $451,000 in treasure. The
Governor of Panama had removed the seat of
government temporarily to Santiago de Vemgnas.
Families were flying from the city to
avoid anticipated danger. The 4th was appropriately celebrated at Panama. Salutes were
fin’d by tin- l'. S. ship Saranac and British

14r*el‘

of about

And

of purchasers Is invited to the large
THE
and desirable stock of
House-keeping Goods

Add n*#* “Tartner," llox No. 428, Tort land I*. O.

punishment.

Lewiston, Me., July

a

day marked down

Mantillas, Gapes. Short Sacks, and Jockejs,

Genera! Assortment of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Wanted.
with

a

OFFICE UNDER THE SAC A DA HOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
Frddent anil Director, of lh« Bath Mutual
Insurance Company giro notice that their
Capital Mock aiiiouuta to

—or—

Britutia Bare, Table Cntlerv, and Plated fare,
And

Robinson,

Immense Stock

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

of

capital
AI’AHTNKIt,
very lucrative business.

Have this

in

MUTUAL

BATH

Marine Insurance Company.

Middle Street,

§4

and

Added to

a

leach a

FURNITURE,
Dealer
Importer

this, the State of Maine offers
bounty
thirty dollars to regiments now
forming, and thirty-five dollars to decimated
regiments now in the field. The City Government at their meeting last evening, decided to
give an additional bounty of twenty dollars,
making a sum of ninety dollars to the regiments now forming, and ninety-five dollars to
those already in the field.

Call for Troops.

to

one

month’s pay in advance and two dollars premium, amounting in the aggregate to forty dol-

lars.

01iamb>er

r^rtor,

INSURANCE.

GOOD NEWS! GOOD NEWS!!

PKALKU IS-

advance, the balance to be paid at
of the war together with a land warone hundred and sixty acres.
In ad-

GOODS.

_DRY

SAHH;i, 4DMM, Jr..

in

the end

dicate offensive operations.

Bounty

MISCELLANEOUS.

well understood that the United

now

j

POETRY.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

My Ifeatt And !•

BLANK

Enough! we're tired, mv heart and I;
We alt t»ei»lde the headstone thus,
And wish that name were carved for us.
The moss reprints more tenderly
The hard types of the mason’s knife,
As heaven‘ssweet life renews earth’s life
With which we’re tired, my heart and I.
Yon see we’re tired, my heart and 1.
We dealt with books', we Urns ted men.
And in our own blood drenched the pen,
As if such colors could not fly.
We w alkfd too straight forfortune’s
Wo loved too true to keep a friend;
At last we’re tired, my heart and I.

NT

BOOKS!

Portland Wholesale

Expressly

Manufactured and for Sale by

BAILEY

A

AO YES,

We make to order every kind of Blank Book us<*d
by Banks, Insurance ami Kailroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

( lackers

per bbl.
Crackers, |> 100.
Butter*
Butler, Family p lb.
Butter, Store’..

STATIONERY.

let

Bra

so tired, my heart and I!
It w as not thus in that old time
When ltalph sat with me ’neath the lime
To watch the sunset from the sky.
“Dear love, you’re looking tired,” he said
J, smiling at him, shook mv head
'Tis now we’re tired, my heart and I.

BAILEE & XOVES,
66 and 68

Exchange

Street.
dtf

Choeee, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
Caa I—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.

EXCHANGE ST.

53

Tired out we are, my heart and I.
Suppose the world brought diadems
To tempt us. crusted with loose gems
Of powers and pleasures? Let it try.

53

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,
—AND—

We scarcely care to look at even
A pretty child, or Clod's blue heaven,
We leej so tired, my heart and 1.

Coal. Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
('•ITee,
Coffee, .lava y* lb.
Colfce, St. Domingo.
< offee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

WAREHOUSE !
Premium Blank Books

hand and made to order,
and finish. Prom our long

on

to offer to the trade and
customers better bat-pain* in quality and prices,
than cau be found in any other establishment in the
State. Our stock of

I'ap

Framing,

STEAM

UIHl

Slid,
“Now, sir, it is your turn,” pointing to a hideously ugly, wrinkled woman, who sat in the
seat behind.
“Oh, you must excuse met you
must excuse me!” 1 exclaimed.
I'm sold this
time. I give it up. I)o tell me who you've
been kissing.” “Well,” said he, “since
you are
a man of such good taste and
quick perception,
I will let you off.” And we all burst into a
good peal of laughter as he said, “This is my
wife. I have been waiiiug here for her. 1
knew that was a safe proposition.” He told
the story to his wife, who looked ten-fold
sweeter when she heard it.
Before we reached Chicago we exchanged
cars, and I discovered that my genial companion was au Episcopal preacher of
Chicago,
whose name I had frequently heard. Whenever I go to Chicago I
to
hear
always go
him,
and a heartier, more natural, mid more eloquent preacher it is hard to find. He was then
but a young man; be is well known as one of
the ablest divines of the Episcopal denomination in the West.—[Harper's
Monthly.

tar.

Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

ox

Block,

Aw
02 n

....

L.\ tract Logwoou.

li

Nic
Wood.
Teach

03
02
2
03

Snoan

tjiiercitron La.k..
l{i*il Sander*.
Dnr h*
back, lUvetu..
D ick. Toitiuuil, No. 8....
No. 10.
Nt* '', Superior, No. 3
“■
••
No. Id.
Teiii Deck, U. S. 10 o?.
u
12 oz.
*•

*'

......

D H>.
Feanhci*, lius>iu.
large p quin.

small.
l’oliock.
••

Ilaildoek, new.
Hake, new.
lleriing, Tickled, f) bb?.

Shore..
Labrador.
Scaled 4> box.
No. 1
Maekercl
bbl.
Lay No. 1.
Hay No. 2
Hay No. 3.
Sboie No. 1
“2
3 (large).
..

*•

**

*•

**

<*

Eieme.
Lemons, bx.
Orange*..—

l

adequate

to do

any work demanded in this State.

Blue, cask.
Black.

Jmyet.

ImM.
l’« Bites.

Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Supertiue.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.
Western extra*.
..

....

fauev...
extia.
supei.or extia.
..

Rye Fioui.

Buckwheat Flour p lb
( oru Meal.
Grain*

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

cable nation.—Fanny Fern.

1

2>»
12
8 50
6 50

A new
&3T”
Southern

gold-field has been discovered
California, near the Colorado
is expected will
it
which
Hiver,
develop an extent of several thousands of square miles, and
the
Wealth
of California. I
perhaps equal
original
in

.,.

Griadaieurn*
Grindstone*. Rough, p ton.
Grindstone*. Dressed.
Gn 11 po ne'er*
Blasting.
Rifle and Spo. iing.
Hay*
Hay p net ton. Screwed
I lay, Loose.
Hide 1 and Skins*
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skin*.
alcuita t ow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.
Dt y.
Sheep Pelts, Green.

Sheep Pelts, Dry.
llop*.
First
I

00
82
2 25

2

«

»>
Vi
3",
60

none
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<uij

20
0 <J0

none.

8 00
8 20
8 6»>
07

a
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10 00
3 40
3 62
00

8J«}‘
4
4
6
6
6
5
4
tj
6

f*o «
81 «
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00
2T> #,
12,«
75 ,<t
(Hi a,
00
k f/i ,r
5 <h» a,
6 00 n
6 25 «
6 76 a
4 00 (»
02 </
3 50

«
«

4 10
5 60

13

4 75
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t> no

6 25
7 2f>
r, ftO
5 00
<1 50
<1 50
fi 75
f, 25
6 25
6 75
7 00
4 25
21
3 75
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65
«
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'n>
65
a
*rj
ii 19 00
(n 24 00

17 00
30 00

12

10J

(*i)

65
€8
tin
17 00
22 00

20 00
35 00

rr
cr

4 38
7 25

an

-ill on
00 & 15 00

6
00
1 (in
1 16
9o
75
40
15

6
••

«

u

10
1 70
l 25
1 00
90
70

@

16

jfa

.,

1;

■

75

25
25
25
26

Soring.
Iron, F.uglish.
Iron, Itussia.
Iron, Uuasia im’t.

Fnrd.
Barrel. p lb.
Kege, p lb.
leather.
New York, light.
*•

on oil 75
60 «13 no
(in
14 .VI
60 a 10 no
on n 11 fyj
00 m 13 50
611 « 15 no
on ill 60
j

heavy.
slaughter

**

'*

American Calf Skins
Slaughter Wax leather.
l«rad.
American

Pig, p 100 !b.

Foreign

“.

Sheet ami

6

Shipping Lumber,.

Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash)

Clapboards,
44

Shingles,
44

S extra.
P
Cedar, extra.
Xo. 1.
extra pine.

Laths, Spruce.
Pine.
Ited Oak Staves.
Mol. lihd Shooks fit Heads, city...
Mig.
do
couutry
Bifl Mol. llhd. Shooks_
Country
I M y Biff,.
••

*•

Hooiur

llackinetack Timber, p tun.
Lime,
Lime, Kockland, cask.
M ulaMCN,
Molasses, < ienfugos.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhds

si

815)

6}

n

9
21
24
24
2*;

«
n
■«
<».

go ,i
15

«>

7 75
7 75
9 00

o'

5

■jo
jg
00
8 00
9 25
8

81 00 «(*» OO
24 00 «<m 00
14 no «cj00 00
12 00 </. 14 00
In on a12 00
8 00 « 10 on
45 a
50
18 00 « 15 00
30 00 « 32 00
2 50 a 3 00
2 00 n 2 25
2 50 ti 3 75
1 15 u. 1 20
1 37 « 1 62
20 00 n35 00
2 20 n 2 25
2 20 » 2 25
1 40 « 1 65
1 25 •• 1 3'.
1 In a 1 20
20 HO a 22 00
8 00 («10 00

70

G5

20

u

33

n

27
25
30

«
«

bbl«22

Nails.
<

3

37} 5

3 50

Naval Store*.

Tar.
litch.
Kosin.
Turpentine p gal.
Oakum.
Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene

Illuminat'g

Oil

ALL SORTS OF HAND HILLS.

...

Shore.'.
Linseed.
Boiled,.

62*

\

a

6
1",
8

«

17
11
♦;

60*^

8 50

Oja}

7
45

@

6jc$
2
2
2

6j

50 % % 75
125 « 2 874

12] a

2 374

none

20

6(a)

gi
2*

2\<tj
9

00 ^ 9 60

10 00 a 12 00
6 00 •• 7 (mi
8 no « 0 00
1 70 & 1 75

enterprising, vigorous and
Paper, containing the latest aud
telegraph.

1«
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22 a
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76 a
1H
14 a,
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65
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50

43 (S\

48

£8
33

41
3,;
51
43
3g

(it
41
33
43

78

Both of the above named paper, will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial ,pirit, ,ouml political principle, and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of 1’ortland a, it, iutereat,
twine with, aud arc inseparable from, those of the
State.

Politically,

the Prkba will give an earnest, cordial,
generous support to the administration of A okaham Livcols, who in little more titan one
year, ha,
Indelllbly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
a, an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate. and an honest man ; the ability of whose ad-

aud

ministration is most signally exhibited, not
'only in
the matchless operation* of our
army and navv, but
in the unparalleled fart that, in the midst of this

gigantic rebellion,

«

»
,,

53
«

1 uo

38

no
351

34\ *$

9 75 «10 00
11 60 « 12 00
s>S

O

31
40

••

«
«
a

W

33
00
81
00

28 «
20 n
14 ty
2 00
2 f>0
2 25

14]
2 60
4 00
2 50

6 no d 0 25
4 00 v<£ 6 00
42

necessity

50
1 00

5]

6]r^

8] at

9
00

1 29 d
6 «

1 30

Philadelphia-.

Baltimore.

St. lautis

Cincinnati.

carrying into

in

effect

great principle, of

enemies that it*

designs
triumphantly

aud tendencies

were

sec-

vindicated its claim to a
lias remained steadfast

Nationality,
iiiou

while other

organizations

so

present

seems

competent to

the

conserve

great prin-

ciples underlying all free (Governments, the Tress
will cordially sustain the organization of that
party,
not with a design to foster a mere parti/an
spirit, but
coniciousness that it embodiee the true

in the full

principles upon which onr government rests, and affords the only available means of
accomplishing such
results a- a lofty patriotism Imperatively demands.

32]

76] .0

77

1-10 dis

I dis
r»
dis
8 it 9 dis
0(«2 dis
{a.

j

DU.

growth

or

duty

of 10

per cent, is levied

on

imported direct from Hr* place

al
ol

production.

ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—do per cent.
BITTER.—4 p cent.
C ANDLES,—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c.. per

lb.

CHEESE.—4c p lb.
COAL —(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous ?1; all other kiuds 50c per tou.
COFFEE.—5c per lb.
< OR PAGE.—Tarred
2]c |> lb. Manila 2c p tt), all
other 3c p lb.
PRIGS AM) DYES.—Per lb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
and al) otlu»rs u*«*d for iii<*dicinal
purpo*** or fine
arts.) Aloe*. AssatVetida. Ammonia, Cautharides,
Gamboge, l|w*eac, Jalap. Junijwr Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver. Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla. S|H)iiges. Verdigris Vanilla Brans. 10 tier cent, ad val.—liydriodate
and Fru«siate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 per cent, ad
val.—Citric Acid, t'astor Oil. < iibolw«, Essential oils.
Epsom Salts, Isinglass Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue or w hite Vitml, Ginseng. 26 per cent.—
Copperas, 25c ft 190 lb.—Bleaching Powders. 9k* p
100 tbs.—Alum ami Sajfo. 50c p 190 tbs.—Refined Borax, chromate and bichromate
Potash. Sugar of
Lead and Argols. 3c p lb.—opium. Si p lb.—Balsams and
Quinine, 30 p e'en!. —Alum. Sal
Sulphate
Siwla and Soda Ash ]c |> lb.—Hi Carb Soda. Caustic I
Soda. Lk|Uorice Root, 1 c p lb. and ground do to p
It*. Liquorice Paste. 5c p tb.—Relined Camphor
and Cream Tartar. 6c P lb —Tartaric Acid. Tartar
Emetic. Rochelle Salts, Gum Copal, and others gums
reftiuous substance* used lor same puriMise* as Gutu
«» ton.—Oil
opai, ioc p m.-Koii unmsione,
loves, 70c p
#1 p oz.—Alcohol, 40c
p gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc p th
DY F. WooDS.—Kw.
DL'CK —25 p emit, ad % al.
FEATHERS.—30 p cent, ad val.

th.—Morphine.

FISH.—Per 10n th foreign caught; Herring si;
Mackerel 32: Salmon 88: and all other pickled in
brls. si 50 f* brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 It*.-. From
Provinces free.
FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas ami Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c, and shelled do,
t»c per Hi—Nuts and Dates, 2c p lb—Currant*.
Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins. 6c p lb—Citrou 30 p
ad val.
(.RAIN— Corn and Oats 10c; Rve and Barley 16c;
and Wheat Me per hush.
From fir. Provinces, free.
KINDS'l’t >N Es.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—p ceut. ad val, j»er cask of
lbs.
HIDES A SKIN'S.—10 p cent, ad val.
ll<»1*S.—10 p cent.
<•

26

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

Eclectic TIcdic.il

institution which is the

The
government.
federal Capital, the
the

loyal

greatest anomaly in

emancipation
co-operation of

of

slavery

State

cipation,

governments, to secure
proposed by Tresident Lincoln, and all

as

other constitutional
removal of

measures

looking

to

peaceful

a

gr«-at«*t “moral, political and social
will liud in the Tress a geuerous aud
hearty
our

evil,”
support.

While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Tress. and intending that, alike in
war and in peace— in our
country's |**ril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
do not lose sight of tlie fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
aud, instead of seeking to widen the differences b<*tween thi»se who
act in

required by

are

concert, the Tress

a

common

patriot-

ill labor hopefully
to encourage uuity of purpose and harmony of action among all loyal men.
to

jiBlilliriK,

ill

Ik*

earnestly devoted

interests of the
ment will

in

tion will bo
interests.
it

w

city

no case

IUV

be

neglected.

Particular atten-

given to the Commercial and Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductors to make
institution of the

indisjMHisable
State, and a genial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, countand
circle.
The Editors, not uning-house,
family
an

people of Maine, will give their undivienorgi«*s to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
known to the

ded

of Maine, and the

exigencies of the times demand—

that shall be true to the

popular iustincts.
printed with ena sheet as large as that of
tirely new type,
any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted.) at *o per annum. Subscriptions for
Tuk Portland Daily Press is

less than

six

mouths, 50 cents per month.

The Maine State

Prem,.large, neatly printed,

filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural. Literary and

and well

Do.

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOG UE.

effectual after all other* have failrtf,
is designed for both mauhikm am*
laimks. and is the very best
thing' known f«*r the purpose, a* it
will bring nu the monthly mu km-sm
in cases of olHtmction. after all other
remedie* of tho kiud have been tried
ill vain.
•arover 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold irithmtf n
*inylr fniK
wre when taken as directed, and without the least iujury to health in
-i,nj

R. It. FULLER.
C. H It WOODBURY,
T HARMON.
E. WOODBURY.

LUKE BROWN,
COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN I HULL,
CHAR ELS II OSGOOD,
HENRY L PAINE.
HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OREN RING,
WILLIAM GRAY,

Republican
Citv Committc of

f.°r

TUB ONLY HUB* C UBE

Kor,;I IND.

and ITCHING PILES.
LEI ROSY. SCROFULA. SALT RIIF.UM
AXD DISEASES OF THE SkI.V
One bottle warrantee! to cure
every oa*e of Pile* two
bottld in all other cases of the above dhcaws; if not
dealer* are re»|ue*ted to refund the
m*»uey in every
cam*.
Only Hve Bottle* In a thonnand returned anti
thmr were confirmed Fixtula. Hundred*
of letters
and certificate* are now iu the
proprietor * po**e*-ion
w hich can
be *een on application. Setid
Prepared by HENRY I). FOWLE,

I*nnce street, Bouton.
cate* with each bottle.

for <

ircular’

( hemhr, 71
everywhere. Certifi-

Sold

|

j'on'' g-

1W-__wtwl
FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.

HliNRY JONES,

benefit to those who pay it. M**t «>f this sum comes
out of m claas of person# vbo are the least able to lose
it, but «Doi paid th- y can nrrer yet it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not daring to expose the clieat for fear of ej-/ro*iuy th. rust era.
Ail this comes from trusting, without
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendafion is their
own false ami extravagant assertion*, in pnti*«> of
themsetres.
If. therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter what his
professions are, but MAKE IXQlIKY it will cost
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physicians, in nine ease# out of ten are
boy ns, there re no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know who ami what they are.
»Dr. M w ill send Kttt.K, by enduring one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
and on Private hi smart generally; giving most full
information, with the most unrlonhfetl references anti
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of any cojrnDEXCE WHATEVER.

Inquiry,

T reorders by mail promptly Eft ended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H X. Mattiabove.
June 28.

rex, as

d&w2m

BUY ME .VXD I'LL DO YOU GOOD I”

DEALER Ilf

SHIP TIMBER AND PLANK
HACK MET AC KNEES, LOCUST TREENAILS. Mid a general variety
of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Dank furnished to

der.
92 State St.,

FAIRBANKS
WHOLESALE

Dr.

AND MINERAL WATER.
Brn.Diso, Howard 8t.,
BORTi »N.
DRAUGHT ALE ASD PORTER.

Howard Ath-cxeum

BURNETT* KALLI9TON,
Wash for the Complexion has no equal. It is
distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
and is admirably adapted to all unnatural conditions
of the -kin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckles, Redness and Roughness of the skin. Ac.,
curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites
As

all dealer*.

H EDICTS E,

Langley’s

ATI R E LORN
so common

prevented by the

a»e

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-days. may be entirely
of Bcrsett’* CocMlSX. It

has been used in thousands of

coucert, ami assist .Nature in

in

PH EM

Which is

/TOMroSED of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherrv, Yellow
V
Dock, Prickley Ash, Tbornughwort. Mhnbarb.
Mandrake, Dandelion. Ac .all of which are ni comto act

a

Mosquitoes, and other annoying insects. Preparby Joseph Burnett k Co.. Boston, and for sale by

ed

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

as

BEARD,

.v

DEALER Ilf

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

of

SI MMKIt

or-

Boston. Wharf lflft Border St., E. Boston.

coming out

cases

where the hair

handful!*, and has never foiled to
arrest its decay, and to promote a
healthy and vigorous growth.
It is at the same time unrivalled as a
dressing for the hair. A single application will render it soft and glossy for several days. Prepared by
Joseph Burnett k Co., Boston, and for sale by all
wa*

in

The effect of this medicine is most wopderfhl—it
act* directly upon the l>owels and blood, by removing
all obstruction* from the internal organs, stimulating
dealer*.
them into healthy action, renovating the fountain# of
life,
the blood, cleansing it from all humors
ai.d causing it to course through every part of the
NEW PAINT
TORE.
body ; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
Tliey cure and eradicate from the *y#t.>m. Liver Cmu11
tit
t
main
wheel
of
so
Jauuplaint,
many diseases,
CORNER OF WATER AND CONGRESS 8T.,
dajicc in its worst forms, all ttilliou* Disease* and
foul stomach, Dy
(’wtimics*. all kinds of HuBOSTON.
mors, Indigestion, Headache, Diz/ine**. Hies. Heartburn, Weakness. Pains in tin* side and bowels, f Jatu•
or disea*ed Livlency. Ia*s* of appetite. and a
er, a disordered Stomach or bad Diood, to w hich all
are more or less subject In Soring and Summer.
Formerly in Faina Street. Manufacturer and IteaJ.
M ore than Sh.iVO
nave been cured bv this ! er in
persons
medicine. It is
recommended bv Pin sicians
FAINTS OILS. VAU.MSIIES,
everywhere. Try it aud you will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine every where at only
25 and 8$ cents |»or bottle « trders addressed to
'ini Painter*’ Supplie*
Sin.
GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boeto*.

A-lineI

Wheeler, Ag't,

Cleuerally,

pie Drags, Sponge*, Guns
—isn—

Count-

RENT, of five or six
part of the city.

rooms, near

the business
this office.

Enquire

c i> i: ms’

Invalid* !

siM xi i: n

SUPERIOR

at

CLARK,
I.N

c u u k

—A X I»—

Hone*’

Cough Pill*,

By the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact ha* been established, that for the cure of
In persous of all ag«-s, no medicine Iul* ever come to
the knowledge of (be public, that so effectually does

it work and

at

tlie

same

time leaves the bowels in

an

active, healthy condition, a*
CLEM S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlvea or any irregularities of the bowel*, all othremedies are'insignificant, a* compared with

MACHINE CUT FILES,

er

THE

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

BOYS.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing tow n of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purixwes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of **2»» each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on

THE

EDWARD SHAW, Agrat,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
Juue23.
dtf

fi LUES.

DIARRIHEA OK DYSENTERY

wa\ti;d.

FOR

CURE!

FOWLE 8 PILE AND HUMOR

hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without ai»v

Courage

apnlv

W

oi-JSwi

June21d4m

Portland.

exc»*ed from £150 to 175 |>er annum.
Address Box 42. Post office, or
at the
ing Boom of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland. June 23.
distf

-DIALER

AGENTS.

Tilt

torpid

Com.

WANTED—Convenient tenement* for tlie
accommodation of two small families, ju
respectable localities, and withiu ten minutes' walk of the Post Office. Kent not to

D.

WANTED!

>8E about to engage in tbe *a!e of 25 cent
package* of Stationery, Map*, Chart*, or Portrait*,
should write to -oe before engaging elsewhere. Ro*
meinber that I
the originator of the 25 cent i>ack-*H^
? also N E. Agent for II. II. fiord
age stationery,
& < o * celebrate*. dap* and t hart*, and J. C
Buttrr’s
fli>e 8teel Engraved Portrait*.
Withal, it may be
*aiely Hahl that I have the be*t a-.-ortnent of the
n»n*t saleable article* for the time* that can be
found
addre** li B.
■
Kl s.sELL,
.,lo W a*hingtou Streef. Bo*fon.

spepsia,

TENEMENTS wanted.

MSMALL

llofton.

will be turni»h«d

highly

JOHN M STEVENS,
AUG. F. GEKISH,
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM. It PLUMMER.

M

*ucce**.

of treatment, free, br
(jREK.NE, M. I)., 38 BromAeld street *

purifying

Cumberland Co.

Rep.

addressing

Money

pounded

O. (i.

-nju rior

The*© Seale* are ©till manufactured
mtly by the original inventor*, who
are constantly adding such rmi and
raJmabtr imprint mt nts a* their long
,
experience and skill suggest.
Frickm.—Full strength. §10; Half Strength, *6;
A
COMPLETE
VARIETY:
Quarter Strength. f3per bottle.
This rnedirine is designed exry Kemenil*er!
as Hav. Coal. Railroad. Platform. C ounter.
Drugpn ssly lor itHMTiXATK t AMKM. which ail other rem- ! gist’s, and Butcher’s Seales; Beams,
Weights, Ac.,
edies of the kind have failed to cure: also that it is
for sale at our W are house,
warranted as represented in terry
rttpect, or the
119 Milk Strut,
price will be refunded.
(Thorndike Building,) Comer of Batten-march St.,
HTBLWAKK OF IMITATIONS ! Ne le genuine
ami wananted unless purchased dirrrfhf nf l>u. M.
HORTON.
at his REMEDIAL INsllHTE
FOR sFE< IAL
Sold in Portland by Emery k Waterhouse
I nion Street. Providence, K I
DISEASES, No.
CSf'TIdt aittcialify embrace* all diswiet of a prirate nature noth of MEN and WOMEN, by a reguWhite’s Patent Alarm
Drawer.
larly educated physiciau of twenty years’ practice,
A CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
giving his whole attention to them.
rir“t onsultati<*ns hr letter or otherwise are strict!*
THIEVE*.
confidential, and medicines will be sent bv Express,
Sold at Fa uranic’* Scale Warehouak. 119
seenre from observation, to all parts of tin* United
Milk Stkeki Boaton, by
States. Also, accommodations for LA DIRS from
abroad wishing tor a secure and <(uiet Retreat, with
FAIRBANKS k BROWN
good care until restored to health.

eradicating disease

State

or it*

do*cripMve
pamphlet
R.

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with full direction*
for using, and sent by express,
cWj srtUtd, to all
parts of the country.

BY Til K m or THE

Committee.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
1 'LEMENT I’ll 1NNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT,

practice,
wirh a

rase.

CHEAT sritlNU AX'D

Republican

of

kingi.k

projected in

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
NELSON DING LEY, Jr.,
II. S. STEVENS.
N A FAR WELL,
s
P. STRICKLAND,
EUGENE HALE,

hj «*H.

from 8 A. M„ to I

celebrated Female Medicine,
possessiug virtues unknown of anytliing else of the kind, and firming

Co., Publishers.

The undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the
People of Maiuc.
May, 1862.

the oflice

)

Health and Strength Secured,

Portland, May 19, 1802.

at

This

year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of tire wrw*
5srr»5er#, cash in advance,

[
)

be

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

Miscellaneous rending, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at $1.50 jw*r

copy will be sent gratis.
X. A. Foster, \
.1. T. Gilman,
X. A. Forter k
J. H. Hall.

or

KWB Will

the advancement of the best
and State. Its Local Depart-

to

those afflict.*! with comarail tli.inxelrea

The office Will be open, and competent nerxnnx In
^
attendance, from 7 1-2 A M t„
m
fcAII communication* *houM be directed to ir
T.llEENK. m Bromtield Street. Bo*t«„
Not*, Person* wishing to investigate this
method

sanity

in the

Federal with
grailual eman-

or

immediately

per..,,,.I attention.
,b" oBc''’ ur

p

by

free

the

x

charge11
Itr. (ireene will

Infirmary.

MEC/FRKI*

part of tbe country with full

.XZZZt:in* <,*,,c<'r’-

Ef It!

PRIVATE

[COPYRIGHT

xeut to any

of Or. Onrna

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe- has
lor a number of y«*ars con fined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his
practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no
instance
hus he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet
Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his
office. 5 lemnie street
( barges
moderate, and a cure guaranteed
In all cases. Separate rooms. so that no one will
be
seen hut the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
w hen all other remedies flu!; cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient: cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new caw* in n few hours; cures without the dreadful commjuent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, nnle-s the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can 1m- caused by using them.
YOUNG 3IEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in yonth,
tno effects of which are pain and diz/iuesa in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in
consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanent y
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DK J. B HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of
Middle),
Portland,
{y Send stamp for Circular.
jail—d* w3m.‘i

legal

a

ina> be

direction!.

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both se.ces, requirin', Experience, Ski//, Honor and
deticw'jf.

sanc-

326 p ton.
LEATHER—30 p cent.
LEAD.—Pig l}c p lb
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
Mu LASSES.—6c p gal.
SILVER STREET
ICE IIOCSE
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c. Assorted 8c p lb.
AND
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
No. 32 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OAKl'M.—Free.
Ol L.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of ForAil orders promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delitcrcd in any part of
eign Fisheries; Neatsfoot, Linseed, Hempseed ami
<
20
Hive
in
casks,
cent;
Palm.
and
the
Hapeseed,
per
Seal,
2w
city, at the market rates.
Coe oh nut 10, Olive Salad 30 per cent, ad al.
PALNT8.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and !
Red Lead. 2 l-2e per th: Litharge and Oxide of Zinc, !
EATOV ROtRDl.Wi M'HOOL,
2 l-2c p ft*. Prussian Blue 10c— Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow. Venetian Red 20— Spanish Brow n,
drv, 20; iu oil, flo p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 35c per luO ths -l’aiis White, dry. 35c, iu oil,
KENT’S HILL,
READFIELD, ME.
81 35; Whiting 26c p 100 lbs.
PIASTER—Free.
f III! E S E( '< >N I > OU A K I KK of the Summer Session
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacou
A of tliis Institution w ill commence
and Hums 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p It*.
Rl< E.-lc p !h
MONDAY, JULY 21*4.
SAL I’ —In hulk 12c. and in hags 18c p 10*) lbs.
This is « Fuinilv School, and the l**st of reference
STARCH —26 p cent.
can be given. Please sent tor a Circular.
SOAP.—30 p cent.
II M. EATON & SON, Proprietors,
SPICES.—(Huger Root, 3c: Ground Ginger, 5c.—
AM< »S II EATt>N. Principal.
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c; Cassia. 10c.—
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE. Assistant.
Cassia Buds. 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and NutJune 2f>th, 18R2.
d*2\v
megs. 25c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard. Including
Melado and Concentrated Molasses, 2lc p Ih; al»o\e
No. 12, not refined. 3c; refined, 6c p ft»: when tinc7}v3£
8}
tured or colored, He.
TEA8.—20c p lb.
3) (rf 0 33
75
TOBACCO.—Lea\es unmanufactured,26; all other
33
kinds 30 p cent, ail \al.
1 60 ft 1 65
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates. 10 p cent, ad val.
62 ••
64
TWINE.—30 p cent.
58 a
60
Wool..—Coasting 18c l> Ih and under, 5 p cent;
17 <N> a 18 no
nder 24c p Ih, 3c; over 24c p Ih, 9c p Ih.
16 (Mi <• 17 00
j
i
94
92 »
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc; in sheets, ljc |> lb.—
I Manufacturers of, 30 p ceut. ad \ al.
98
96 (gj

DR. HUGHES.
3Iiddle, Portland.

of

DR. III GIIES

rights of loyal men, it will neither apologize for an
constitutes the foulest blot
upon our
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence
an

up.>n the principle* of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of Poixonou* Drugs.
Many dixeaxe*. «neh aa Scrofula, Hnmorx of tho
Blood, Hi*, ax.* Of the Throat and
Long*, Dyspepsia,
Uver t Oinplaint. Heart
Complaint. Itheumati.m,
1 emale
Complaint!, and a gn at .ariety of ordinary
Ow axex are
successfully treated by Medicine nhich

jull—3m

democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

may be proper to say, that while the Tress will
tion no interference with the constitutional or

S. Day, Prri'f. Rgv. P. Masox, I 'ice Prti'l.
R. GBKEXK, M. D„ Suprrintfnrtint/ /'flt/iirian.
Thia Institution was established for the rare of Dis-

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attcud-

all true

and Scran, 36; Bar, rolled or ham815; Railroad $1-; Boiler 820 p ton; Sheet

Other kimls free.

corner

own sex.
*uce-

seek nor cudorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great ceutral idea of

IRON.—l*ig

me red,

OFFICE a; BBOMF1ELD ST., BOSTON.
R*v.

who
a nu-Uical »<lvwfr, t.. cull at ),i*
room,, No
6 Temple Street, which they will Hud arrunar rl tor
tlu-ir esiM-cial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are an
rivalled in cfllcacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIFS will find ii invaluable in all caws of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

an extra

RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merdumdisc not

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

TO THE LADIES.
particularly invite*all I.a.lic*

It will neither

on

9u ^

(a

are

political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of it* history already
written, has successfully refuted tlie allegation of it,

one

d

02] oj

Bremen, rix dollar..
New York—at sight.

Government seenrities

our

selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to cxliibit and defend sound Republican
principles, ami,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a

ism

'*

BOSTON

Infirinary.

HUGHES

evil which

none
none

12
12
12

large, well-tilled, carefully edited, and neatly
printed tcerk!y paper, intended sjiccially for general
circulation throughout the State.
a

generally become infected with a disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
ft

2 60
3 00

Daily Morning
news by mail

fullest

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

have

5]

4]

u
8

lire

aud

hi ns uevoiiou to the I

fjl
f,J

Baking.

Paris.

Portland Daily Piieps is intended to he

tional, and
just and 1 i I -rat

7J

«

llj"-

28
00
(Mi
28

12a

n

40

Sheet Mosslmaun.jt.

<

Pipe.
Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.£3* no «00 00
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.

7j
74

7 ui
12 w
9 a>
An

••

Sheathing.
Exchange.
On London—GO days.

and

I,

Eclectic tlnlicnl

BY

JOSEPH It. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.
The

2)o}

Domestic.
Felts.
Zinc.
Figs and slabs.

or

5I
IS*
12}

19
21
2o
24

«.

2 76
2 76

W ool.

15

8] w

md. wts.

V*

12"

Sail.

ludia.
Varuish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varuisli.
Wood.
Hard, retail.
Soft,

u

II

14
7
5
1»»

•*

Hemp

«

/,

5>

Knglish Biis. Steel.

Twine.
Cottou
Flax

00
00
fit
0*;
18

;;

(»f.

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur.

daw

n

If,
6 00

Sort, 1831.

Common.
R«'lined Iron
Swede..

Sheet
>heet
Sheet

C.
I. X.

|
16

ron*

-"

Plates—
Char. I.

EDITED

25 S! 8 50

5
12
1 37

Tin.
Banca, cash.
Strait*, cash..

»

18 @
25 §

50

AND

Portland, June 26, 18(2.

3 75
6 75

8 75
tv G 75
«.ft 00
60 «.4 00

Cat*.
South Yellow Corn.

Machine...
Clarine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

15

a

a
none

8 50
« 60
4 50

8

22

u
tv

PORTLAND DAILY PBESS:
JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

7 gj

Tobacco.
6V and 10’* liest brands.
6’s aird lo's inediuin.
5*s and Id’s common.
half pds. best brands.
half pds. medium go«»d.
half |wls. common
Natural Leaf, pds..
Fancy, iu 1 oil.

3 00

n

85

I

SHOP

Oft
45

none

Cast Steel.

Equity

it)

2 75

Norway.

Heroism of oru Woi-mied.—A correspondent of the New York Evening Post writes BILL-HEADS RI LED AND CUT IN
from \\ iishingfoti of scene* lie witnessed in the
THE NEATEST MANNER.
hospital there. He says:
On the edge of his cot sat a
young man
whose <kee scarcely bore a vestige of that of a
man.
It was so swollen that his eves wen* not |
visible, and as purple as if already mollified.
Billets ft Circulars in Every
Variety of Type.
The lower part of his jaw, with his
tongue, was
shot away.
Holding his head with both hands, and leaning over a stand, sat a young lieutenant w hose
hearing was destroyed, one eye shattered, and
the other shot out.
BANK TBEfkS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADING.
Many letters to the home friends of these
sufferers were written for them by women that
morning. How touching was the falsehood
which all alike wished indited: “Tell her that
1 am not much hurt, and
expect to be well
TAGS MERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
enough to tie in the next battle.” Or. "I am
WHEN DESIRED.
very slightly wounded, and shall lx- able to
come home on a furlough.”
“Don't tell mother how I am
hurt, it will make her feel so very
bad,” said a young hoy from New York city,
severely wounded: "tell her ] am getting on j Policiew Printed and Bound tor
nicely, and shall soon lie well.”
Innurance Companies.
Say:—"My dear wife, do not fret. My
w ounds are all dressed, and 1 have the
best of
care.
Tell sissy that papa sends her a kiss,
and is coining home to see her.” This w as tinmessage of a young man. pule and prostrate.
“You must have had enough of fighting,”
Ddeds, taw Briefs,
Cases,
I said to a dear-eyed
man, (one of Colonel
Haker s men,) who had one limb shattered and
And Ollier LAW DOCUMENTS executed with
the other shot off. “I’d go back to-morrow, if
I had a wooden leg,” In- said,
Dispatch.
lifting his head
in the bed at the very thought.
"Why don't you send your boys,” I asked of
an exceedingly
gentlemanly looking man of
more than sixty, in whose elbow and shoulder
a bullet still
lodged. "I took two sons and a Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
son-in-law. and would have taken more If I had
Printing,
had them." he said with a smile.
“A soldier in a Hood Cause,” was the name
Executed in taste to suit the moat fastidious.
of a little book
given to a young man from
Michigan. “That is it!” he exelaitned looking
at the title.
‘A good cause,’ that is why we
can light so well lor it.
1 have Ix-cu wounded
WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARD S
for it—I am ready to die for it.”
riiflse are not fancy utterances, but spontaOur St) lea are niiMurparwd.
neous words, which I record as I heard them
ft oru the lips of our suffering but heroic soldiers.

>*

60 fa 4 10
37 a 2 75
2-) n 2 50
25 « 1 50
12 (ft 1 50

B><*.

(

Business Cards of Every Variety,
Style and Cost.

oo
(A)

a

Raisins—

Sho* is 4) ton.
Fine Feed.

’*

8
2
2
1

common.

Barley

j

o

(small).

Corn, Mixed.

I

63

o»
ct)

6-)
25

(medium)..

Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soil Shell.
Shelled.
run ants.
( illoil.
Wil. IVa Nut*.

**

Fancy Types,

03

tv

_

8 75

no

•M

The

Book and

a

It
12
11
15
14
13
14
11

I

MEDICAL.

OK THE

an

•*

2]

25
6*
40

00

1 60 ® 1 05
1 60 i 1 55
6 0t) « 5 60

sugar. Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar, Kxtra Yellow.
Sugar. Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar. Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar.
Sugar, (’olee Crushed..
Sugar, ('rushed.
Sugar, (irauulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined.
Bough.
Tram
Tea, llyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong..
Tea, Souchong.

06

tv

4

Sugar.

0o

«

run.

JOB PRINTING!

Canary.

37£

Feather*.
F« ;» .»<*• 8. Live <ioe*e

Cod

Western Clover.
Ked Top.
Linseed.

4)

a

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

Popper.
Pimento.

3J

aj

7*
33

*•

F *»!■•
]• i*h,
Finh,
Fi*li,
Fi**h.
Fi.-b,

mj

3'a)

til'd

family.

Eatahliahment li furnished with all the appro ed modern machinerr, and their assortment of

I\tv

none

Smoked Ham*.

Seed*.
Herds r.rn«s.

Pit OSPECTU8

j 12

3}

Mace.
Nutmegs.

2,
02
05
Oo
1*
12

\]w

1 05

(Huger,(Africa).

00
()ii

n>

Hypernic..
Logwood, Cem peachy.
St. Domingo..

Canada super No. 1.

Thoir

4|

,«i

2]

'ity

Starch, Pearl.
.Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.
Sonp.
Soap. Lea the & (lore's. Trowbridge
& Smith’s Kxtra No. 1 p lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap. Kitgle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap. Cattilo.
Soap, ( lane's.
S pirem
Cassia pib.
Cloves.
(.inger, (Bar.).

ajj

13 «>
C.«
02 «

fancy

Proprietors of the* Portland Daily Press
respectfully Invite attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

04
25
40
25

G
5., •>.
6
G
3 a}
4
1 25 tv 1 30
35 tv
4*5
10
J2
25" o)
S3
1 Oo n 15*)
1*5 u
oo
1 25 u 1 30
0*2 a
GS
85 a)
87
1 75 n 1 80
10 tv
20
12
00

**

STREET,

Second F loor,

03 g>
15 w
17 a}
22 w
4 w

Hindi Wood.
Cam worn!.
Frntic. Cuba.
Sav an villa,.

Ohio extra.

BOOK AND

10;

Harwood,.

superior.

was

none.

Dye wood *•

Printing Office.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Fashionable Disease.—The dav when it

considered interesting and lady-like to l>e
always ailing has gone by. (food health, fortunately, is the fashion. A rosy cheek is no
longer considered “vulgar,” and a fair, shapely
allowance of flesh on the bones is considered
the ‘style.’ Perhaps the great secret that
good
looks cannot exist without good health,
may
Its vs had something to do with the care nowtaken to obtain it; whether this lie so or not,
future generations arc the gainers all tin- same!
A languid eye and a waxy, bloodless complexion, may go begging now for admiration.
Tlie -elegant stoop’ in the shoulders,
formerly
considered so aristocratic,has also
miraculously
disappeared. Women walk more and title lev,';
they have rainy day suits of apparel, too. which
superfluity never was known to exist aforetime, sunshine ls*ing the only atmosphere in
which the human butterfly w as known to float.
lu short the -fragile women of America’ w ill
soon exist only in the acid
journal of some
English traveler, who will of course stick to
the bygone fact as a still present
reality, with
a dogged pertinacity known oulv to that ami-

...

Bunch, box.

F

cl>

&>

Cainplieue.

POWER

No. 82] EXCHANGE

22
22

a)

ty

Figs,

Book and Job

5) 261

AJ

..

1

IQC,

50
00
00
00

uoi.

Klmbaib..
Alcohol.
Fluid

stepped

U)

0 28
21
21

Prime.
Hants.
t

p lb.
Kjrg*. p dozen.
Potato***, pbrl.
Apple*, dried, p |h.
< hickeii*, Spring.
1-JMnn.
Turkic*.
Wwt'.
v»al.
J*ick)on, p brl.
R*or,
Kiev p lb.
Rum*
Hum, Portland dfotilled.
Saleratais
Saleratu* p Rj.
Salt.
Salt, Turk’* 1*., p hhd. (8 bug.)....
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sack* Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.

9

8 26(3)8
7 00 a 0
7*00
0
7 00 et 0

clear.
mess.
extra do.

I* rod urr.
Bvrt p quarter,

9}

n

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, due
Madder,.

proposition

i«3

00

@
8j'<$
9

a

Sal Soda.

spending

naou

&

36

14
12

Sulphur.

port, Illinois.

art

Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,

11$

Bolt rope, Russia
do.
Manilla.

Cream I'm

the night in a lioiel in FreeI# selected with the greatest care from the toft ForAlter breakfast I came into ,'ae
sitting room, where I met a pleasant, cha tv, eign and American House#, and embrace# every artigood humored travel lor, who. like myself, was cle needed for public office#. Counting Houses and
waiting for the morning train from Gr.le.ie. private uses, and at loireat prices,
W e conversed freely and pleasantly on seveu'.l
topics until seeing two young ladies meet and
ROOM PAPERS
ki»s each other in the street, the conversation
turned on kitmin/j; just about that time the
Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
train was approaching.
“C.'oine,” said lie,
the various styles of gold paper# manufactured, totaking up his carpet-bag, “since we are on so gether with a full stock of Latins, medium# and comsweet a subject, let us have a practical applimon papers—the largest stock to lie found in this
cation. I'll make a proposition to you. I'll
market, aj lowest market price#. School Books of
agree to kiss the most iH-aiitiful le.dv in the
©very kind iu use at wholesale prices.
cars from Galena, you being the
judge, if you j
will kiss the next pre.tiest, 1 lieing the judge.'’
HALL L. DAVIS,
The
staggered me a little, and I
could hardly tell whether lie was in earnest or
53 Exchange Strict.
in fun; hut as he would la- as deep in it as I
Portland June 23, 1^12.
could possibly la*. 1 agreed, provided he would
do the tlrsi kissing, though my heart failed
somewhat as I saw his black eyes sparkle with
S. II. COI.EKWOKTIIV,
daring. “Yes," said he. “I'll try it llrst. You
lias removed bin stock of
take tlie back ear, and go in from the .rout
end, where you can see the ladle.;* faces, ami
BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
you stand by the one you think the handsomTiclore Frames,
Harass Faun Goods, Ac., Ac.,
est, and I'll come in from behind and kiss her.”
1 bail hardly stepped inside of the ear when
TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STKEET,
I saw at the first glance one of the loveliest,
above the British and Amen’can
looking women my eye ever fell on. A beau- Next door
Express
w lie re lie will accommodate all who
may be iu
tiful blonde, witli auburn hair, and a bright, I Office,
w ant of goods iu hi# line, at
;
very low pi ices.
sunny face, full of love ami sweetness, am! as
radiant and glowing as the morning. Any
Book Binding and Picture
further search was totally unnecessary.
Doue Beady as usual.
I immediately took my stand in lhe aisle of
the cur by her side. She was looking out of
GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,
the window earnest'}’, as if expecting tome
one.
The hack door of the err opened, arid in
For #a;e at the above #to»e by
my hotel (rieud. I (minted my linger
M.
SE AVE Y.
slyly to her,never dreaming I liat Im would dare
to carry out his pledge; and you
Physician# and Families supplb'd wi«b Medicine* and
may iniagiuc
books. Cases renewed and vials reduce.
my horror and amazement when he stepped
June 24. 1802,
eod*>m
up quickly behind her, and stooping over. kiss,
etl her with a relish that made mv “mouth water" from end to end. i expected, of
course,
a shriek of terror, and then a row
generally,
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
and a knock-down; lmt astonishment succeeded astonishment, w’hen I saw her return the
kisses with com|iot’nd interest.
was

11 %

11
121
11
141
13

Camphor.

STATIONERY
I

Portland extra Mow do.
Pork, extra clear.

2 50 n 2 76
8 00 « 3 25
2 75 is 3 00

10C®
12to

Alum.
Aloe*.
Arrow Uoot.
Horax.
Hrimstono (roll.).
Hi Curb. Soda.

our

|

Lead.
Plnslrr,
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
O round.
Provisions.
< liicago Mess liesf.
Portland
do

Dr us* and Dye*.

variety of style
experience, we are enabled

32 miscellany.

17
15

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.....

rmrai-iHT

K.mtli.krd in 1885.

of every

$

ig

15
14

Carriage*

PA PER HANGING

Yet who complains? My heart and I?
In this abundant earth no doubt
Is little room for things worn out:
Disdain them, break them, throw them by!
And if before tin* days grew rough
We one* were loved, used—well enough,
I think, we’ve fared, mv heart and I.
—[Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

aj

4 00
8 50
40

"

lied

Cheese.

Portland, June 23.1862.

So tired, so tired, my heart and I!
Though now none''takes me on his arm
To fold me close and kiss me warm
Till each quick breath end in a sigh
of happy languor. Now, alone,
We lean upon this graveyard stone,
Uncheerrd, unkissed, my heart and I.

8 75
3 25
35

Lit,large.

ns.

Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beans, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candle*.
Candies, Mould y? tb.
Candles, Sperm...

Letter, note. Cap and Kecord papers. Envelope*—
white and bun, Gold Pen*, Steel Pent, ke., ke. Every article at lowest rates. We Buy for Cash and
Sell ('heap.

So tired,

Putss to July 10.

Bread, ship.

75 ®
SO
#7 1 60
1®. l 70

1 60

—

|> bbl.
51
(Sj
Ashes, Pot..
5 ^
6
Apples.
i.reen
Apples,
f bbl. $5 50 @ 7 50
Apples, Sliced |> lb.
o ,tj
7
tb
Appb**, Cored
5 u,
6
Apple;, l ucored p tb.
2 .a)
3
Bread*
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
4 75 «; 5 00

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Kecord, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

end,

Prices Current.

corrected for the

Oil.

Oil.
Castor Oil.
Aeatxfoot Oil.
Onions per libl.
do Jierinuda p lb.
PninlM.
Portland Lead,in oil.
Lewis Lead,
"
ltoidoii Lead,
<■
French Zine,
American Zinc, "
Rochelle, Yellow.
Fug. Veil. lied..

Ashes.
Ashes Pearl

66 AND 68- EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

IIow tired we feel, my heart and I!
We aaem of no use'in the world;
Our fancies hang gray and uncurled
About men’s eyes indiflbrently :
Our voice which thrilled you so will
You sleep; our tears are only wet:
What do we here, my heart and IT

AC (DI

Lard
Olive-

THE MARKETS.

That for Children troubled with Tanker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nur*itig sore
mouth, a sale ami speedy cure is effected by the use of

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

Art* now rradv to supply every
description of their
Machine Cut Files, warranted superior to all othiu use.

er*

That for Toughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affection*. there is no remedy extaut that so universally

affords relief

as

OFFICE ASH

NO.

34

STREET,

(Corner of Central.) Boston.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest.
or a long standing II ack, the best

side,

FAMILY MOFRNINC; GOODS,
30 Winter Street. Boston,

HOWE'S COUGH PILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their

Established for the Sale of

cases

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,

united verdict in favor of

—AM)—

COUGH BILLS.

HOWES’

lALMBOOM:

KILBV

HOWES' COUGH 1'ILLS.
That for a
Bain* in the
remedy is

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.

Ull.LINKRY EXCLI'SIVELY.

CLEM’S SUMMER CUKE is a pleasant, agreeable
Barks, and coutaius not a
particle of Opium ok Duuo of any sort, ltalwaxs

8. S. William*.

decoctiou of Root* ami

good,

does
"

By

aud

never

J A M K S

does harm.

THKlll WORKS V K SHALL KNOW'

A-

Tl!KM."

U. T. Goodwin A To.. Boston, Genera! Agents Tor
New England. II. II. Ilax. Portland, ami B. F.
Bradbury. Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
fcM Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.

HOWES 4k CO,, Proprietor**
iawffmnol
Bki.kast. Main*.

K,

WHITE OAK

AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBER,
White Pine Timber for Wharves. Bridges and Factories.

Also Southern Pine

on

hand and

S3 State Street, (cr stair*.)
corner

of K and

will Ik* received br the Committee
the Civil
PROPOSALS
Streets, Side-Walks ami Bridges,
Card &
Tm*sdav the 8th day of July i Book,
at

Engineer's office, uutil

next, for the removal of the Biles or Dolphins in the
liurltor off Victoria Wharf.
S. W. LAKKABKK. ( hairman.
Other dalic* please cop).
je2fttd

Floorings

worked to order.
Timber LH>ckrt

on

V O 1*

W holcanfe and Retail Ivnier. in

NEATLY

First

Sts., Boston.

Fancy Printing,
EXBCTTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

